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Key FeatureS

iXr-1204+10G

Dual Intel® Xeon® Processors e5-2600 Family•	
Intel® C600 series chipset•	
Intel® X540 Dual-Port 10 Gigabit ethernet Controllers•	
up to 16 Cores and 32 process threads•	
up to 768GB main memory•	
Four SaS/Sata drive bays•	
Onboard Sata raID 0, 1, 5, and 10•	
700W high-efficiency redundant power supply with  •	
FC and PMBus (80%+ Gold Certified)

iXr-22X4IB

Dual Intel® Xeon® Processors e5-2600 Family per node•	
Intel® C600 series chipset•	
Four server nodes in 2u of rack space•	
up to 256GB main memory per server node•	
One Mellanox® ConnectX QDr 40Gbp/s Infiniband w/QSFP •	
Connector per node
12 SaS/Sata drive bays, 3 per node•	
Hardware raID via LSI2108 controller•	
Shared 1620W redundant high-efficiency Platinum  •	
level (91%+) power supplies

MODeL:  iXr-22X4IB

768GB
of raM in 1u

e5-2600
High-Density iXsystems Servers powered by the 
Intel® Xeon® Processor e5-2600 Family and Intel® 
C600 series chipset can pack up to 768GB of raM 
into 1u of rack space or up to 8 processors - with 
up to 128 threads - in 2u.

On-board 10 Gigabit ethernet and Infiniband for Greater 
throughput in less rack Space.

Servers from iXsystems based on the Intel® Xeon® Processor E5-2600 
Family feature high-throughput connections on the motherboard, saving 
critical expansion space.  the Intel® C600 Series chipset supports up to 
384GB of raM per processor, allowing performance in a single server to 
reach new heights.  this ensures that you’re not paying for more than you 
need to achieve the performance you want.

The iXR-1204 +10G features dual onboard 10GigE + dual onboard 
1GigE network controllers, up to 768GB of raM and dual Intel® Xeon® 
Processors e5-2600 Family, freeing up critical expansion card space for 
application-specific hardware.  the uncompromised performance and 
flexibility of the iXr-1204 +10G makes it suitable for clustering, high-traffic 
webservers, virtualization, and cloud computing applications - anywhere 
you need the most resources available.

For even greater performance density, the iXR-22X4IB squeezes four 
server nodes into two units of rack space, each with dual Intel® Xeon® 
Processors e5-2600 Family, up to 256GB of raM, and an on-board Mellanox® 
ConnectX QDr 40Gbp/s Infiniband w/QSFP Connector.  the iXr-22X4IB is 
perfect for high-powered computing, virtualization, or business intelligence 
applications that require the computing power of the Intel® Xeon® Processor 
e5-2600 Family and the high throughput of Infiniband.

IXr-1204+10G: 10GbE On-Board
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Dear Readers,
The September issue of BSD Magazine is dedicated 

to day-to-day BSD administration with the use of 
MidnightBSD custom installations and Live CDs, BSD 
server maintenance, directory encryption using PEFS 
and much more.

We start with Rob’s column, where he discusses the 
future of Microsoft, the industry giant.

System administrators and hobbyists often wish to build 
custom install media with their own software packages, 
or live CDs for fixing systems. In the What’s New section, 
Lucas Holt explores MidnightBSD custom installations 
and live CDs.

Many sites and handbooks explain how to install servers, 
but once a server is running, can an administrator keep 
it that way? The “BSD Server Maintenance” article by 
Devyn Collier Johnson will cover the basics of maintaining 
a BSD server.

Then you will have the chance to read Patrick Allen’s 
article entitled “Re-purposing an Abandoned Mac Mini as 
a Wireless Router with OpenBSD”, where he will try to 
bring abandoned hardware into the present with OpenBSD.

Next, by reading Antonio Francesco Gentile’s article 
called “Monit – Monitoring Solution for Enterprise and 
SOHO Servers with FreeBSD”, you will learn how to set 
up and manage a monitoring server based on monit.

In the Admin section, Rob Somerville presents the 
eighth part of our series on programming – “FreeBSD 
Programming Primer”, where we will refine our jQuery 
menu and start building a user friendly interface to add 
content.

Then, Kris Moore talks a bit about Directory encryption 
using PEFS in the second part of his “A Closer Look at 
the Changes in PC-BSD/TrueOS 9.2” series.

After that, Carlos Antonio Neira Bustos talks about the 
Z file system in his “Intro to ZFS” article.

Finally, Angel Leon shows you the caveats of deploying 
FreeBSD over XenServer and the advantages over the 
traditional schema in improving administration, provisioning 
and delivery times.

We hope you will enjoy this issue and find many 
interesting articles!

Kamil Sobieraj
Editor of BSD Magazine

& BSD Team

mailto:mailto:kamil.sobieraj%40software.com.pl?subject=
mailto:mailto:kamil.sobieraj%40software.com.pl?subject=
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Let’s taLk

It’s Lonely  
at the Top

A Chief Executive Officer was newly appointed to a 
large public owned organisation. On saying good-
bye to his predecessor, he was handed 3 sequen-

tially marked envelopes and advised to open each in turn 
when faced with a crisis. After an initial honeymoon pe-
riod, sales were down so the first envelope was opened 
which said “Blame your predecessor”. This worked for a 
while, until another major crisis arose, so the second en-
velope was opened which said “Reorganise”. The CEO 
duly performed root and branch reform from remote site to 
corporate headquarters and this strategy seemed to work 
until another crisis emerged. On opening the third enve-
lope, the CEO was greeted with the message “Prepare 3 
envelopes”.

While there is no suggestion that Steve Ballmer was 
pushed out of the role (he is retiring), the above anec-
dote illustrates well the challenges of being a CEO of a 
major technological blue chip. You can please some of 
the people some of the time, but rarely all at the same 
time. It seems that the Microsoft Corporation (NASDAQ: 
MSFT) is at a critical juncture both from the long term vi-
sion point of view and via strong competition in the sec-
tor. Looking back to Bill Gates’ tenure, the organisation 
switched directions from being led by a technologist to 
being led by a marketeer. No doubt this made sense at 
the time, with the increasing move towards software be-
coming just “another consumer commodity”. However, 
very much like Apple losing focus with the departure of 
Steve Jobs in 1985 and its subsequent rebirth upon his 
return, the strategy of running a technology company 

With the imminent departure of Steve Ballmer and Microsoft 
insiders adamant that Bill Gates will not return, what is the future 
for the industry giant?

by a non-technologist poses some interesting questions 
about corporate identity and its relationship to the mar-
ketplace. As the goal of any public corporation is to make 
as much money as possible for the shareholders, surely 
logic would dictate that a marketing/sales focused CEO 
would be the best candidate? Or maybe a banker or law-
yer would be better. To the cynical, major organisations 
can be run by any discipline, as facilitating any effective 
change over the short to medium term is close to impos-
sible due to cultural inertia 
and the sheer complexity of 
the business. The age old 
conundrum of what lead-
ership model to follow is 
key; centralisation versus 
decentralisation? One 
large behemoth or lots 
of small divisions? 
Benevolent dictator 
or autonomy? Corpo-
rate clone or individu-
al creativity? The per-
mutations are endless, 
as history inevitability 
repeats itself under 
each new leader.

What is clear is that 
the original MSFT 
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It’s lonely at the top

vision of innovation is becoming decidedly threadbare. 
The pressure to drain every last profitable cent from the 
product is moving the market towards Software as a Ser-
vice (SaaS). This might be fine for enterprises, but renting 
software will only remain a growing trend until the ever 
increasing pressure of vendor lock-in and the long term 
financial and security risk is realised by the customer. 
The big problem with renting anything (especially from an 
effective monopoly) is that they can easily dictate mar-
ket price at a whim. At least if you own it (as far as you 
can own a software licence) you have a physical product 
until end-of-life. It is ironic that we have come full circle 
from the 1970’s where enterprises rented processing on a 
time-share basis. This is a very different reality from build-
ing a company through innovation, aggressive acquisition 
and then branding the now ex-competitors’ products as 
your own. The disconnect is even clearer as Bill Gates’ 
vision of a computer on every desktop – a revolutionary 
idea at the time – has been such a clear success. MSFT 
is the dominant alpha male, effectively the industry stan-
dard whether in the enterprise or in the home. All of this 
is set to change with the rapidly growing mobile and tab-
let market, areas traditionally where MSFT has performed 
poorly. Time and again, the corporation has tried to gain 
an elusive foothold in alternative sectors without the obvi-
ous success it had in the 80’s and 90’s – Bing and Nokia 
being good examples.

In the past, MSFT managed to main-
tain pre-eminence with a simultane-

ous pincer attack on the enterprise 
and the consumer markets. This is 
now becoming much more asym-

metrical, with MSFT holding its 
own in the corporate world and 

the consumer turning towards 
Apple and Android. The ques-
tion is what will happen when 

XP finally turns end of life in 
2014. Will the consumer stay 

with Microsoft or decide to invest in alternatives? With 
XP holding an estimated market share of 40%, that is a 
lot of legacy software – and the cool enterprise reception 
to Windows 8 suggests Windows 7 will become the next 
consumer haven. With rumours of an aggressive devel-
opment cycle for Windows 9, all this may change, but it is 

unthinkable that the user interface will change dramati-
cally from the tablet-focused model. So in the 

short term at least, MS has hedged their 
bets should their traditional domestic user 
base reject Windows 8 or 9 in a Vista-like 

fashion. Another variable is whether the 

consumer market will choose to upgrade their desktop PC 
or move towards tablets. This further plays into the hands 
of other players (e.g. Google docs) and weakens another 
traditional cash cow – Microsoft Office. 

Whoever leads up MSFT, it will be during a very turbu-
lent and challenging time in the technology marketplace. 
If SaaS and the cloud continues its meteoric rise in pop-
ularity, the drift away from traditional licensing/purchase 
models will become a stampede. This is where MS faces 
a huge challenge – while it might be able to get away with 
charging the corporate customer, anyone can easily sub-
scribe to free services like CloudOn, that offers MS Office 
on a tablet under a freemium pricing model – free to the 
majority, pay for premium services. Traditionally, the MS 
business model would be to purchase competitors and in-
tegrate, but how would they monetize this? Start charging 
and the user base will just move to Google docs unless 
they are totally locked into Office. 

Microsoft needs to get back to its roots and decide what 
business model it wants to follow. As a technology com-
pany, they need a killer app, a widely adopted O/S across 
different platforms, and a revolutionary and exciting vi-
sion. As a service provider, they need to focus on the en-
terprise, especially in the area of Bring Your Own Device 
(BYOD) and solution/support provision. If they choose 
both, a fragmentation of the organisation seems inevita-
ble, as the profit from traditional licensing models is evap-
orating and the business models are so vastly different. 
Could it be that MSFT is going the well trodden path of 
IBM, HP and Blackberry – too big and too slow to respond 
to a rapidly changing marketplace and consequently los-
ing their onward inertia? Unless the new CEO can pull a 
rabbit out of the hat, the three envelope scenario looks in-
creasingly likely sometime in the future. It’s not only very 
lonely at the top, but very tough as well.

RoB SoMeRvILLe
Rob Somerville has been passionate about technology since his ear-
ly teens. A keen advocate of open systems since the mid eighties, he 
has worked in many corporate sectors including finance, automotive, 
airlines, government and media in a variety of roles from technical 
support, system administrator, developer, systems integrator and IT 
manager. He has moved on from CP/M and nixie tubes but keeps a 
soldering iron handy just in case. 
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Prior to customizing install media, it’s important to look 
at the existing build system in MidnightBSD. There 
are two directories within the source tree for building 

media, release and nrelease. Release is used to build instal-
lation media, and nrelease (which originated from DragonFly 
BSD) is used to build Live CDs and USB flash media.

Customizing Installation Media
Building a custom install image is helpful for system admin-
istrators when they need to replicate installations with the 
same configuration on multiple systems. The installation 
media can be given to technical support staff to install on 
desktops and servers throughout the organization. It also 
provides the benefit of a consistent install across machines, 
reducing maintenance headaches. In addition to custom-
izing partitioning and packages, the sysadmin can build a 
custom kernel for the installation media with specific fea-
tures enabled or disabled. Turning off unneeded features 
can improve security and performance. Another advantage 
with customizing install media is one can build the base sys-
tem without specific features – such as games or services 
– for use on desktop systems. This limits what end users 
can do in a lab or other restricted computing environment. In 
server environments, it may be advised to disable Sendmail 
or BIND software when using other packages for mail and 
DNS services. Custom installation scripts can be added to 
install additional packages or do custom post configuration 

tasks on installed services, similar to the standard firstboot 
script included in MidnightBSD’s rc.d.

Why create a Live CD?
Live CDs and flash boot media can be useful to demo 
MidnightBSD to friends or to fix damaged installations. 
The MidnightBSD release CD in 0.4 has a simple live 
CD repair mode, but it has a limited set of tools available. 
By building a custom CD, one can include tools such as 
fusefs for working with extra file systems, partitioning soft-
ware beyond gpart’s functionality or other custom packag-
es for network security. Antivirus software could be used 
to scan infected machines on the network. Network scan-
ners and other network security tools could be used to 
review network security from a trusted portable environ-
ment. It is also possible to create a custom live CD that 
imitates a full desktop environment and then create cus-
tom installation media to copy the entire environment to a 
local hard drive after testing on the system. Live CDs can 
even be used to test MidnightBSD on laptops at stores 
prior to purchase to ensure they’re going to work, includ-
ing testing X.org on the video card and verifying sound 
and networking are detected.

Creating a Live CD
Creating a CD requires building the world and kernel, and 
then using DragonFly’s nrelease architecture. After running  

MidnightBSD Custom 
Installations and Live CDs
System administrators and hobbyists often wish to build 
custom install media with their own software packages, 
or live CDs for fixing systems. This flexibility can ease 
deployments in large environments or make it easy to bring 
your favorite OS along with you.

What you will learn…
•	 how	to	create	a	live	CD	&	flash	media
•	 how	to	create	custom	install	CDs

What you should know…
•		 how	to	build	world,	kernels	and	install	packages	using	mport
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MidnightBSD Custom Installations and Live CDs

the realquickrel target, an ISO file will be located at  
/usr/release/mbsd.iso.

Listing 1. Create a Live CD

# Build a Live CD on 0.3 or 0.4, assumes CVS checkout

cd /usr/src && make buildworld buildkernel

cd /usr/src/nrelease && make realquickrel

Customizing Live CDs
To customize a live CD, modify the contents of /usr/src/
nrelease/root. Make any relevant configuration changes 
to etc files. These are copied into the staged directory.

Install packages from mports or using packages from the 
FTP server into the destination environment. This proce-
dure assumes one is using MidnightBSD 0.4-RELEASE.

•  cd /usr/src; make buildworld
•  make buildkernel
•  cd nrelease
•  make buildiso
•  mkdir /usr/release/root/usr/mports
•  cd /usr/release/root/usr; mount_nullfs /usr/mports 

mports; cd ..
•  mport install <package name> # repeat as necessary 

for each package to install
•  umount /usr/mports
•  cd /usr/src/nrelease; make buildiso2
•  make mkiso

If you wish to use locally generated packages rather 
than files from the MidnightBSD FTP, use /usr/libexec/
mport.install to install local packages. This will require 
a full path to the package.

Creating a USB Flash environment
Creating a flash image for MidnightBSD 0.4 can be do-
ne in a similar manner to the Live CD or using the new 
memstick target in src/release/Makefile. One could cus-
tomize the contents of /usr/rel prior to using the mem-
stick target to create custom media. For further examples 
of creating a flash drive using the older Live CD method, 
consult the MidnightBSD wiki.

Listing 2. Copying the Flash Image to Media

# (assumes flash is /dev/da0)

dd if=${imgoutfile} of=/dev/da0 bs=1m

Customizing Installation Media
To build MidnightBSD releases, start by setting up a fresh 
machine with the same version of the OS. Normally, we 

pull it from source, run the regular buildworld, buildkernel, 
installkernel, reboot, installworld, and mergemaster steps. 
Assuming you have already run buildworld and buildker-
nel, you can cd /usr/src/release. From the release direc-
tory, you will find a Makefile with several targets and envi-
ronment settings.

Bsdinstall is the future
With 0.4-RELEASE, we adopted FreeBSD’s bsdinstall 
based installation mechanism. Rather than place all the 
logic in one massive program like sysinstall, the installer 
is a series of simple programs and scripts. This creates 
flexibility in adding new install steps to the process and 
makes the firstboot script unnecessary.

Including Packages
As 0.4 includes a Live CD like workflow, it would be pos-
sible to generate an index.db file for the packages one 
wishes to include on the CD, place it in the installation me-
dia in /var/db/mport and include packages on the instal-
lation media. Then, install the packages using a script with 
calls to /usr/libexec/mport.install. The only caveat to 
this approach is that mport is designed to check automati-
cally for updated index files on some operations. mport.in-
stall will not do this. The SQLite index.db file contains the 
URLs for mirror sites and could be modified to use local 
internal servers. It might be wise to modify the bootstrap 
URL in the libmport source code to point to your own mir-
ror so a client does not fetch an index from the main Mid-
nightBSD mirror for private installations of this type.

Summary
Building custom installation media can be useful for de-
ploying MidnightBSD on a large number of systems in 
the same manner. Live CDs and flash media allow one 
to bring a custom MidnightBSD install with them or create 
rescue media for recovering damaged systems.
Using the makefiles in nrelease or release directories 
within a checked out copy of MidnightBSD sources allow 
you to build custom media.

LUCAS HoLT
Lucas Holt is the founder of the MidnightBSD project and a Senior Application 
Programmer/Analyst for the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, MI, USA.

on the Web
•	 http://www.midnightbsd.org/ – MidnightBSD Project website
•	 http://www.midnightbsd.org/wiki/FlashDriveBoot – MidnightBSD 

wiki on Flash Boot.

http://www.midnightbsd.org/
http://www.midnightbsd.org/wiki/FlashDriveBoot
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Many server administrators may understand how 
to set up a FreeBSD server, but once it is up, 
can they keep it running? Many companies may 

store business transactions on servers like stock lists and 
item prices. If the server(s) goes down, a part of or the 
entire company is unable to continue or perform well until 
the server is back up. Also, if the server is used to host a 
website that sells products, customers cannot make pur-
chases until the server is fixed. This means that the com-
pany loses money until the server is back online. If the 
data is lost, this means the company loses more profits. 
Clearly, it is important to keep the servers healthy and the 
data safe and secure.

When dealing with servers, the two most important di-
rectories that all administrators should thoroughly under-
stand and learn are /etc/ and /var/.

NoTe
I am using FreeBSD v9.1 for my descriptions and exam-
ples, but this article is valid for any BSD distro and many 
Linux/Unix operating systems.

NoTe
This article will not discuss how to install a server. It will 
only explain server maintenance and protection.

Logs
When maintaining a server, it is best to prevent issues be-
fore problems arise. Thankfully, many servers have a log 
system. Most applications/services have a log that lists 
the software’s status and errors. When an error is spotted, 
the administrator should take the time to investigate and 
prevent future disasters.

Logs are stored in /var/. The logs are given names that 
easily identify their content or purpose. For example, the 
Samba log would be /var/log/smb.log. Some applica-
tions (rarely) store logs in the current user’s home folder. 
If a log cannot be found, check in Root’s home folder or 
read the application’s manual for the log location.

If the HTTP services are having specific issues and the 
IT tech does not want to spend a lot of time searching 
through the Apache log, then the tech can do a specific 
search like below.

BSD Server 
Maintenance
Many sites and handbooks explain how to install servers, 
but once a server is running, can an administrator keep it 
that way? This article will cover the basics of maintaining a 
BSD server.

What you will learn…
•		 How	to	maintain	any	BSD	server.
•		 Some	basic	rules	of	server	maintenance.
•		 Some	helpful	shell	commands.
•		 The	crucial	importance	of	logs.
•		 Backing	up	BSD	servers.
•		 Security.
•		 Finding	problems.
•		 Some	basic	information	that	will	help	prep	admins	for	their	BSD	

and/or LPI certifications

What you should know…
•		 Basic	shell	commands.
•		 Basic	network	concepts.
•		 Understanding	of	BSD	and	Unix	systems.
•		 General	idea	of	the	different	server	services	and	daemons.
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grep SOME_ISSUE_TO_SEARCH /var/log/httpd-error.log

For example, when searching for a connection error, 
search for words like “connection”, “failed”, “404” (HTTP 
connection error number), and other similar terms.

A server maintainer may use a command like the above 
to search the boot-up logs for lines containing the word 
“Ethernet” when there appears to be an Ethernet issue. 
There is a command specifically for viewing the boot-up 
log seen below. The command below displays the con-
tents of /var/run/dmesg.boot.

dmesg -a | less

This command will allow the administrator to scroll 
through the boot messages. When searching for entries 
concerning the USB system, for instance, try the below 
command.

dmesg -a | grep usb

It is important to occasionally browse the output of the 
dmesg command, because sometimes errors may start 
occurring with the hardware or boot-up process. If the 
server has problems booting up, the network’s or com-
pany’s performance may suffer.

Paper Logs
It is best to keep a physical log in the server room or some 
other secure storage location. This log should include a 
list of all files changed, software installed, and hardware 
repaired along with answers to the following questions – 
who, what, why, when, where, and how.

Who
It helps to keep a written record of all IT techs that have 
dealt with the server. This helps keep track of all who may 
be aware of an error. Assume the server is having errors 
with the NTP services again. If Bill, the IT tech, was the 
last one to fix it, it may be best to have Bill check the is-
sue again since he is familiar with it or to ask Bill for sug-
gestions. If the server always tends to break after Andrew 
makes changes to the server, it may be best to investigate 
the issue.

What
IT techs may find it helpful to keep track of what other 
techs are fixing. If there is a network connection issue 
and the Ethernet devices have already been replaced a 
few times, then it may be safe to assume the problem lies 
somewhere else. Also, if the reason techs are checking 

the server is because of reports of Samba issues, then 
the Samba services probably need to be completely re-
installed (remove /usr/local/samba and run pkg_add -r 

samba35).

Why
Knowing why a particular software or hardware is being 
updated, repaired, and so on, may help narrow down fu-
ture issue origins when finding the source of an error. For 
illustration, if Bill reinstalled the NIS services because 
they repeatedly locked up, then Casey knows that anoth-
er reinstallation will not fix the same issue that is occurring 
the next day.

When
The time errors occur or when they were fixed can assist 
some techs. For example, if the server is always powered 
up at 5:00am and syslogd crashes at 5:03 am everyday, 
then most likely a service is starting up that conflicts with 
syslogd. This would then point to the cron tables, at tables, 
or /etc/rc* scripts (some BSD systems structure their rc 
system differently). Any process that starts at 5:03am or 
a little before may be causing the crash. As another ex-
ample, if the last backup was performed a week earlier, 
then the tech looking over the paper log should perform 
a backup or assign the task to someone else. This time 
log would also keep administrators from ruling out causes 
that are indeed the cause. For instance, assume the serv-
er has a virus. The virus scanner is not finding the virus for 
some unknown reason. If the tech sees that the last anti-
virus update was three months ago, then the tech has a 
good assumption that updating the anti-virus definitions 
will enable the scanner to find and remove the virus. Oth-
erwise, the tech will falsely assume the scanner is up-to-
date and waste precious time looking elsewhere for the fix 
for the problem.

Where
This may not be a very useful piece of information, but 
it may help in some instances. This would answer “from 
where was the server managed/fixed?” Servers can be 
fixed or repaired locally, remotely via secure shell (SSH), 
or other methods. If there are suspicions that the server is 
being hacked from a certain IP address, but it is later seen 
that the log states Andrew proof-read Bill’s /etc/rc.conf 
edits through a remote shell using the suspicious IP ad-
dress, then we can rule out that address.

How
This is an important piece of information. How was the 
problem fixed and diagnosed? Was the DNS server’s 
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hard-drive replaced or reformatted? What command was 
used? This helps future problems get repaired the right 
way (if it worked) or differently if the issue still persists. 
This also helps to inform other techs what has already 
been done and tried with the server.

Also, when making such logs, include which server (if 
there are more than one) and which OS (if the server is set 
up for a dual-boot or virtual system). It may help to have 
a separate file for each server. A log containing errors for 
an unsolvable issue should be printed out for future refer-
ence just in case the server loses its files. It will be more 
difficult to fix an issue if the logs cannot be viewed.

Finding Problems
If users report that they cannot access files or informa-
tion, then it may be wise to rule out as many issues as 
possible.

On some of the workstations, type ping <SERVER_IP_

ADDRESS>. If the ping fails, then this proves the problem 
lies in the network connection. To help better pin-point the 
problem area, type traceroute <SERVER_IP_ADDRESS>. This 
command will print each location between the workstation 
and server. If the connection stops at a router, then the 
router or the devices before or after the router may be the 
cause of the connection error. If the connection is fine, the 
last stop should be the server.

Once it has been proven that the network is fine, it may 
mean the server itself is the source of the problem. If the 
inaccessible files are accessed via FTP, then the adminis-
trator may want to make sure the FTP process is still run-
ning. In a command-line, type:

pgrep ftpd

If the FTP daemon is running, the administrator should 
get a number (the PID) as the output. Then, the tech may 
want to restart the daemon using the command below.

service ftpd restart

If no output is received, then the FTP process closed for 
some reason. To turn it back on, type:

service ftpd start

The FTP server should be back online. Now would be a 
good time to investigate what caused the FTP daemon 
to close. To do this, check the logs. The log file for ft-
pd is /var/logs/ftpd. This is a plain text file. In a com-
mand-line, it can be read in one of many ways. The best 
way is to use the less command which allows the user 

to scroll up and down. To see the last ten lines, use the 
tail command.

less /var/logs/ftpd

tail -10 /var/logs/ftpd

If the FTP daemon is not starting when the server turns 
on, then the administrator needs to check /etc/rc.conf 
and make sure this line is in the configuration file ftpd _

enable=”YES”. If not, then that is why the daemon never 
started; no script told it to start.

If for some reason the above still does not help, check 
some of the permission files. Administrators can set up 
which users are allowed or not allowed to access certain 
services. The file /etc/ftpusers lists users that are not 
permitted to access any service or file provided by the 
FTP daemon. If many or all users are listed here, then that 
would explain why no one can access the files. To allow 
everyone to use the FTP services, type:

NOTE: Remember to keep a backup of the ftpusers file 
by copying it to the root’s home folder or some other des-
ignated backup location.

echo “” > /etc/ftpusers

This will erase the list and allow all users to use the FTP 
server. If there are some users that should not access 
the FTP portion of the server, make a list of the users 
and re-add them to the list using a preferred text editor. 
Many users use Vi or Emacs in the command-line.

To make sure the BSD server is recognizing all of its 
network devices, type ifconfig and make sure all of the 
Ethernet ports and wireless devices are listed. If any of 
the network devices are missing, then the operating sys-
tem is missing a driver or that device is physically broken.

Checking the File System
If the filesystem goes bad, then the contained data will be 
damaged and lost. Performing a simple restoration from a 
backup cannot be done. Look at the filesystem as a land-
scape or garden. If the soil becomes rocky and bad for 
the plants, a gardener cannot replant a new plant without 
making the soil healthy. The same goes for a filesystem. 
To check a filesystem for errors, use fsck.

fsck -F ufs

The command will check the UFS filesystem for errors. 
If an error is found, it may be wise to make an immedi-
ate backup of important savable files and then reformat 
or replace the hard-drive. Remember, when checking a 
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filesystem using fsck, specify the filesystem type to be 
inspected. Otherwise, the check will not work properly if 
fsck is checking a UFS filesystem while expecting it to to 
be ZFS.

Generally, the best way to prevent or ease the repair of 
bad filesystems is to use a RAID system with parity. Then, 
the damaged storage unit can be removed and replaced 
with a new or repaired unit. FreeBSD will then recreate 
the data using the parity system.

Problems with Finding Problems
Logs are very useful in solving many problems. However, 
logs may not always be there to help. For instance, if the 
server locks up, syslogd (the process that makes logs) 
will not be able to write the logs. Then when the logs are 
viewed, nothing will be seen for the sequence of events 
that led up to the disaster.

If malware erases the hard-drive, no logs will be seen. 
Also, if the hard-drive or filesystem is corrupted, then no 
logs will be seen either.

GUI
The default FreeBSD installation lacks a graphical user inter-
face (GUI). For a server, the administrator must take some 
details into consideration before installing a GUI. A GUI 
would make a system easier to repair and maintain. Howev-
er, this would make it easier for someone within the compa-
ny to ruin the server and its data. Also, there would be more 
software that could cause a conflict with existing programs.

If for some reason a GUI must be installed on a serv-
er, it is best to install a graphical user interface with a 
small footprint (uses very little resources). Clearly, KDE, 
GNOME, Mate, Cinnamon, and Unity are not good choic-
es for desktop environments on a server. Some graphical 
interfaces suitable for a server include Afterstep, Ratpoi-
son, Enlightenment, Blackbox, Fluxbox, and other similar 
interfaces. XFCE or LXDE may work well on a server, but 
it may be best not to install a desktop interface that large 
on a server.

NoTe
At the time of writing, BSD distros have recently started 
using graphical user interfaces. However, they must be 
downloaded, compiled, and installed. BSD systems may 
have problems with some graphical user interfaces. It is 
best to avoid desktop interfaces unless it is absolutely 
necessary.

Quick Fixes
If a server daemon is found to not run on boot-up, of 
course, it needs to be added to /etc/rc.conf. However, 

some administrators may not like Vi or Emacs and do not 
have time to install a preferred text editor. Well, there is a 
quick fix. To quickly and easily make a daemon start when 
the system loads up, type the following command:

echo “apache22_enable=\”YES\”” >> /etc/rc.conf

If an entry in /etc/rc.conf is spelled wrong, it can swift-
ly be corrected. Assume the above command added the 
misspelled line apachy22_enabled=”YES”. Type the below 
command to make the correction.

cat /etc/rc.conf | sed -i -e ‘s|apachy22|apache22|’

The above command will perform a find-and-replace 
in file (changes take place instantly). No regex (wild-
cards) is used, so the exact string will be matched and 
changed. Unless the administrator is very skilled with 
regex and has thoroughly read the configuration file, 
no one should use regex in such an important system 
file. Otherwise, settings that should be left alone will 
get changed if the tech is not careful. This can cause 
the server problems, and the administrator will have to 
spend time finding and fixing the problem.

Updating
Updates can be good for a server, but they can also be 
harmful. Updates may offer bug fixes, new abilities, more 
efficient algorithms, and less resource usage. So, updates 
may help a server’s performance. However, an update 
may contain a bug that the developers did not find. This 
bug may be minor or it could cause the system to be down 
for a while. Generally, it is best to have a “testing server”. 
This server would be exactly like the main server, but the 
testing server has the latest updates. Server administra-
tors would use such a server to test out new configuration 
settings on services and make sure that updates and new 
software work properly. However, some companies may 
not have the funds to have this testing system. It may also 
help to watch the Internet for reports on major bugs.

An alternative to a testing server is to have a virtual testing 
server. Install visualization software on a computer/operat-
ing-system of choice. Then, install BSD and test the newest 
updates and such on this system. This will not be a perfect 
test because the hardware is not the same as the server. 
BSD distros run very well in virtual machines, so no problem 
should exist here. When updating the system, type:

freebsd-update fetch; freebsd-update install

This will update the list of available software and then up-
date the software. You must be root to apply such updates.
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Log Space
Over time, logs will consume a lot of space in /var/. To 
reduce the disk usage, remove the logs. This can be done 
in a number of ways. If your company requires the logs 
be stored, then get a USB hard-drive and move the logs 
to the drive.

On a command-line, you could also run the logrotate 
command. This utility will compress old or large logs and 
give the system new, empty files to start writing more logs. 
To empty a single log, type a command like this:

echo “” > /var/logs/SOME_LOG

This will empty the log and keep the file without making 
a copy or compressing the file.

Before removing logs, check for any recent activity that 
should be noted.

Security
Viruses and hackers may try to destroy the system from 
the outside, or people physically near the server may 
cause harm. The server must be protected physically and 
at the software and network level. The server and net-
work system can be secured at various levels in numer-
ous ways.

For physical security, it is best to keep the server room 
locked and (if funding is sufficient) set up security cam-
eras. Large companies with very important servers may 
want to consider hiring security guards. There are many 
other ways to secure the server physically, but that is be-
yond the scope of this magazine.

If local computers communicate with the server(s) via 
Wifi, the Wifi should use an encrypted signal and (if sup-
ported by the wifi router) enable MAC address filtering.

If a script needs to be added to the /etc/rc* system, 
thoroughly review the script and only place executables 
here from trusted developers. The rc utility starts scripts 
at boot time, at shutdown, and during other important 
events. If a virus gets installed here, it may be difficult to 
remove it and it can cause a lot of damage.

To see who has logged in, use the last command. This 
command may produce a long list of entries, so it may be 
better to pipe the output into less.

last | less

This command above will also show when the system 
is powered off. This can be helpful when figuring out 
when the system was last powered off. If the system los-
es power from the power supply, that will not be seen in 
this log.

The number one part of security that should not be 
neglected is anti-virus software. A popular open-source 
scanner is ClamAV. Beware though, anti-virus software 
can use up a lot of memory. While scanning, they can 
consume a portion of the CPU resources. Be sure to allow 
the virus scanner to scan the system and get definition up-
dates after the company’s closing time or during mainte-
nance time. A script can be made to update the definitions 
and scan the system. Before leaving for the day, execute 
a script with contents like in Listing 1 below (remember to 
use root privileges). Techs may want to read the man pag-
es for ClamAV and add the parameters that will best suit the 
system’s needs (Listing 1).

Listing 1. Virus Scanner Script

!#/bin/sh

#Virus Scanner Script

sudo freshclam #Update definitions

sudo clamav 2>1 /root/scan_results.txt

shutdown -p now

Backups
Sometimes, the server may crash or lose data no matter 
how well it is maintained. To prevent permanent loss of 
data, the storage units should be backed up. Administra-
tors will need extra storage devices. If the server has ten 
terabytes of data, then the backup storage should be the 
same amount or more. With the stability of USB devices 
and FreeBSD’s excellent support for such hardware, this 
makes backups easier.

Plug in a USB external hard-drive. Use your preferred 
backup utility. Once finished, unmount and unplug the 
backup USB device and store it in a secure, dry, safe 
place. It may be best to store the drive in a fire-proof safe. 
Then, if the building or storage room catches on fire, the 
company will still have the data from the last backup.

Clonezilla is a live Linux disc that can be used like 
Ghost to make an image of the hard-drive to an external 
hard-drive.

For some, it may be best to only back up /etc/, /home/, 
/root/, and any other folders that may store important 
files that are needed that cannot be recovered through a 
fresh install. Keep a list or a storage device with all of the 
software installed after the original/last fresh install. Also, 
keep a copy of the installation disc of the preferred BSD 
operating system. Then, if the system must be reinstalled, 
the tech can install the BSD distro, install the applica-
tions, and then put the data and files back. Remember, 
when doing a fresh install, to reformat the hard-drive(s).  
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The filesystem may not have been formatted in a long 
time and the system crash may have been caused by, or 
caused, corruption of the filesystem.

If the system is completely ruined, use the “rescue 
mode” that is on most BSD installation discs. This recov-
ery utility may help save the system and data. When the 
server boots from the disc, read the menu and press the 
button needed to initiate rescue mode.

Always make a second separate backup of the com-
pany’s databases and data. If the company’s data gets 
ruined from a hacker or for whatever reason, this backup 
will be helpful. Saving the company’s data may be more 
important than the server itself, so keep this data safe 
and make back-ups often. If the system is fast enough, 
make a script that will copy the data to an external or re-
mote storage device during a lunch break or some other 
large break.

Important Rules
Here are some very important rules to follow when man-
aging a server.

KISS
Keep It Simple Stupid. Do not write overly complicated 
scripts or use long strings of commands when a short-
er or more simple script/command can be used. Mak-
ing scripts/commands more complicated than they really 
should be can increase the chances that a coding mistake 
will be overlooked and do something to ruin the BSD sys-
tem, especially if the script is executed in Root’s account. 
As another example, if a system needs to be updated only 
for the purpose of getting a new SCSI driver, then down-
load and install that single driver (if possible) instead of 
updating the whole system. This rule also applies to de-
ciding whether to install an application. If it is not needed, 
do not install it. Some installed programs can slow down 
the boot-up time.

NoTe
The above tip does not mean performing a task the lazy 
way. Perform tasks completely and correctly – just do not 
overdo it.

Do not use the name Root in vain – If a task can be 
completed on the server (or a workstation) using a regular 
account, do so. Only use Root when absolutely neces-
sary, or else one accident can cause devastation to the 
server and network.

Know your BSD distros – Overall, BSD distributions are 
the same as far as file and application locations. Howev-
er, some may be different or may not support some shell 
commands. Before running certain commands (like rm 

and mv), make sure the files and directories you plan to 
manipulate exist in the location you are normally famil-
iar with. Performing an action in the wrong directory can 
cause confusion when the system does not perform the 
actions it is assumed to complete.

If it is not broken, do not fix it – If an upgrade is not 
needed, then do not do it. Updating, editing, and replac-
ing hardware can cause issues. It would be a waste of re-
sources to do so on a system that does not need it when 
the system later has issues from an unneeded “fix”. For 
illustration, assume Bill upgrades the BSD operating sys-
tem without a specific need. Before, everything ran well 
but now, there is some system conflict with the new sys-
tem. The conflict could have been avoided if Bill had not 
upgraded the system. When a system needs a repair or 
update, then the potential risks and problems that may re-
sult from upgrading and repairing will be more worthwhile.

Certification Prep
For those of you wanting to get your BSD and/or LPI cer-
tifications, you must understand all of the server daemons 
and configuration files. You must thoroughly understand 
the great importance of system backups and how they are 
performed. Learning the location of important system and 
server logs will also help those wanting to earn such cer-
tifications. Obtaining these certifications will help admins 
get better jobs. Studying for such certifications will also 
give admins the knowledge they must have to sufficiently 
manage servers.
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In June 2005, Apple announced that it would be switch-
ing their systems from PowerPC processors to Intel 
x86-based processors. Apple started offering these Intel 

models in January of 2006, and it was only a matter of time 
until the millions of PowerPC Macs in use were obsolete.

In August of 2009, Apple released Snow Leopard, OSX 
10.6, their first Intel-only operating system. Their last Pow-
erPC OS, 10.5 Leopard, was released in October 2007, 
and the last security fix for Leopard was released in May 
2012. Adding insult to injury, that fix was Intel-only [1].

Many Mac users are therefore left with perfectly capable 
systems that in some cases cost them thousands of dol-
lars, and they are unsatisfied running an outdated, inse-
cure OS on them. PowerPC is currently a supported plat-
form on OpenBSD [2] (it is also supported on NetBSD [3] 
and FreeBSD [4], but as a Tier 2 platform – which means 
that they are not fully supported), so I have chosen it to 
give new life to my PowerPC Mac.

Preparation
It is essential that the driver for the wireless adapter you 
intend to use for your router can operate in hostap mode, 
which means it can act as an access point (or base sta-
tion) for other cards. As almost all models of Apple Air-
port wireless cards do not support HostAP mode, I am 
using an USB adapter for the LAN facing the wireless 
interface. There are not many USB adapters currently 
available that support hostap mode in OpenBSD, so it 
is very important to pick one with a chipset that uses the 

athn(4), ural(4) or rum(4) drivers [5]. For the example, I 
am using a TP-LINK TL-WN722N, which I picked up lo-
cally for $15 USD.

Booting from CD
New World Macs use a boot system called OpenFirm-
ware. OpenFirmware was originally developed by Sun 
Microsystems and is used in a variety of PowerPC sys-
tems from various manufacturers. It serves essentially the 
same purpose as the BIOS found in older PCs or the EFI 
found in newer Macs and PCs.

In order to be able to install OpenBSD on our Mac, we 
will need to access the OpenFirmware prompt. When 
booting, hold down option-command-o-f (or, on a non-Mac 
keyboard, meta-alt-o-f) and you will be brought to the 
OpenFirmware command line (Listing 1).

At the prompt, with the OpenBSD disk in the CD drive, 
assuming you are using version 5.3, type:

boot cd:,ofwboot 5.3/macppc/bsd.rd

This command tells the system to boot from the CD drive 
a file called ofwboot, the OpenBSD bootstrap program, 
in the root directory of the CD. Before the comma would 
typically come the partition number you’d like to boot to, 
but it is not applicable in the case of a CD. You are then 
passing to the ofwboot program the location of the BSD 
compressed RAMDISK kernel which contains an em-
bedded filesystem with the installation tools.

Re-purposing an 
Abandoned Mac Mini 
as a Wireless Router with openBSD
Don’t let thousands of dollars worth of hardware that 
has been abandoned by Apple rot with old, unsupported 
software. Bring it into the present with OpenBSD.

What you will learn…
•		 How	to	work	with	OpenFirmware	to	install	BSD
•		 Configuring	a	Mac	Mini	to	work	as	a	wireless	router

What you should know…
•		 Basic	BSD	concepts
•		 Basic	networking	concepts
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Installing openBSD
Once the system has been booted, install OpenBSD as 
desired. If you have no intention of dual-booting with 
Mac OS X, choose an MBR partition map as then the 
bootstrap program will be installed automatically during 
installation, whereas for HFS disks ofwboot must be in-
stalled manually.

You can choose to configure the internal Ethernet de-
vice (gem0) during the installation or afterward.

Setting “Autoboot”
After installation, the system must be configured to auto-
matically boot to our new OpenBSD installation. Boot the 
system to the OpenFirmware prompt once again and en-
ter the following:

setenv auto-boot? True

setenv boot-device hd:,ofwboot

reset-all

We are telling OpenFirmware to automatically boot our 
system using the ofwboot bootstrap file on our hard 
drive, and telling it to save these changes into NVRAM 
with the reset-all command.

enabling the Wireless Adapter
Once the newly installed system has booted, we will con-
figure our wireless adapter. Assuming that the firmware 
has loaded correctly, you should see your adapter in the 
list when executing ifconfig. The adapter I’m using for 
this example uses the Atheros chipset and thus shows up 
as athn0. To set up a simple access point with basic WPA 
security, we would enter the following:

# ifconfig athn0 inet 172.16.0.1 netmask 255.255.255.0 

media autoselect \

mediaopt hostap nwid miniwifi wpakey abcd1234 chan 1 up

We have now assigned our wireless adapter the IP ad-
dress 172.16.0.1, set the hostap mode option, allowing 
our adapter to act as an access point, set the network 
ID to miniwifi, configured WPA with an example pass-
phrase of abcd1234 (you will want to use one much more 
secure) and brought the adapter up on channel 1.

Configuring the Router
Next, we are going to configure the system to allow rout-
ing network traffic through it. Configure IPv4 traffic to be 
forwarded between our interfaces:

sysctl net.inet.ip.forwarding=1

http://wwww.uat.edu
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This can be made persistent by uncommenting the ap-
propriate line from /etc/sysctl.conf.

Next we will configure dhcpd. I set up a very simple dh-
cpd.conf to start: Listing 2.

With this configuration file, clients are served the inter-
nal domain name, mini.mac, and available DNS servers. 
In this case we’re using OpenDNS, the network’s subnet and 
its netmask, the default gateway, set to the address we 
assigned to our wireless adapter. I then set the range of 
addresses to be assigned to 172.16.0.100-150.

Next, to insure that dhcpd will start at boot, add the fol-
lowing line to your /etc/rc.conf.local:

dhcpd_flags=””;

Restart dhcpd to make our changes take effect:

# /etc/rc.d/dhcpd restart

Configuring PF
The last thing we need to do for our simple router is to 
configure PF. We will create a very basic configuration 
NATing our internal addresses to the internet, allowing 
outbound traffic and some inbound traffic (Listing 3).

Lastly, we need to reload the modified PF configuration:

# pfctl -f /etc/pf.conf

Conclusion
You now have a perfectly good wireless router instead of 
an expensive doorstop. At this point, the router is very ba-
sic – the best next step would be to expand your PF rules 
to make it as useful and secure as possible. Also, you 
could continue configuring your own DNS server, install-
ing Squid, or just about anything else that would be useful 
for your particular environment.

PATRICK ALLeN
Patrick Allen has been passionate about computers since he first sat 
down in front of his Commodore 64 many, many years ago. He lives in 
Colorado, USA with his wife and children.

Listing 1. OpenFirmware command line

Welcome to OpenFirmware

To continue booting, type “mac-boot” and press return.

To shut down, type “shut-down” and press return.

Release keys to continue!

Ok

0 >

Listing 2. dhcpd.conf

option domain-name “mini.mac”

option domain-name-servers 208.67.222.222, 

207.67.220.220;

subnet 172.16.0.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 {

 option routers 172.16.0.1;

 range 172.16.0.100 172.16.0.150;

}

Listing 3. pf.conf

##Macros to simplify when we add more complex rules 

later

wired = “gem0”

wireless = “athn0”

icmp_types = “{ echoreq, unreach }”

#Configure statistic logging for our wireless interface

set loginterface $wireless

#Allow lo0 to talk unrestricted

set skip on lo0

#Scrub incoming packets

match in all scrub (no-df)

#NAT for wireless clients

match out on egress from !(egress:network) to any 

nat-to (egress:0)

#Block all by default

block log all

#Let some traffic in

pass in inet proto { tcp udp }  all

pass in inet proto icmp all icmp-type $icmp_types
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Monit is software that should not be missing in the 
kit of a network administrator as it automatical-
ly controls and manages the applications on the 

server side in order to ensure that they are consistently 
active, for example, by testing the size of the files and 
permissions. In particular, Monit provides system admin-
istrators with an excellent control tool also equipped with 
a web interface. This allows you to manage the state of 
the system and processes using either a standard web 
browser or from the command line.

In this article, we will carry out the monitoring of a web 
server like Apache or Nginx with MySQL, SSH, and cron.

Installing a FAMP environment: the easy way
This section describes how to set up Apache, MySQL, PHP 
and phpMyAdmin on a server running FreeBSD. The arti-
cle was written for the software versions below but is likely 
to work on newer versions without too much difficulty.

Installing MySQL:

cd /usr/ports/databases/mysql55-server

make BUILD_OPTIMIZED=yes BUILD_STATIC=yes

make install clean

Open /etc/rc.conf with your favourite text editor and add 
the line shown below. This will ensure mysql is enabled 
and starts on boot.

mysql_enable=”YES”

Start mysql manually to avoid having to reboot now by 
typing:

/usr/local/etc/rc.d/mysql-server start

Set a password for the MySQL root user by executing 
the command, substituting your own password in place 
of new-password:

/usr/local/bin/mysqladmin -uroot  

password ‘new-password’

And now MySQL is installed. Let’s start to install Apache.

cd /usr/ports/www/apache22

make install clean

It’s a good idea to disable the two DAV options, if you 
don’t need them, when prompted.

Open /etc/rc.conf with your favourite text editor and 
add this line shown below to start Apache on boot.

apache22_enable=”YES”

Installing PHP

Monit
Monitoring solution for enterprise and SoHo servers with 
FreeBSD
The state of the network services offered by a company is 
the business card with which it presents itself to the world. 
Thanks to constant monitoring, it is possible to understand 
how and where to improve the infrastructure of the network 
in real time and detect any abnormalities.

What you will learn…
•		 In	 this	 paper	 we	will	 learn	 to	 setup	 and	manage	 a	Monitoring	

server based on monit.

What you should know…
•		 Basics	 about	 how	 network	 services	 work	 and	 basic	 BSD	

networking setup.
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cd /usr/ports/lang/php5

make install clean

It’s very important to verify that the APACHE (Build 
Apache module) option is ticked and leave all other op-
tions as default before selecting OK.

cd /usr/ports/lang/php5-extentions

make install clean

Install the php.ini file:

cp /usr/local/etc/php.ini-dist /usr/local/etc/php.ini

Edit the Apache configuration file /usr/local/etc/

apache22/httpd.conf by adding the following lines:

AddType application/x-httpd-php .php

AddType application/x-httpd-php-source .phps

Change the line: DirectoryIndex index.html ...to

DirectoryIndex index.php index.html ...

Enable language settings by searching for the line:

#Include etc/apache22/extra/httpd-languages.conf

and removing the # comment mark so it reads:

Include etc/apache22/extra/httpd-languages.conf

Edit the language settings file (/usr/local/etc/apache22/
extra/httpd-languages.conf) and add the following line 
at the end of the file:

AddDefaultCharset On

Start Apache using the startup script:

/usr/local/etc/rc.d/apache22 start

And you’re done! Apache with PHP and MySQL  
are installed.

After the FAMP environment, let’s install Monit
Installing Monit is really very simple. On Free / Open 
BSD, just log on to the terminal with administrator rights 
and type:

# pkg_add -r -v monit

To verify that the installation is successful, at the termi-
nal simply, run the command:

# monit status

which should return the statistics for general use of  
the system.

A simple configuration
It’s really easy to create effective monitoring systems with 
the use of Monit. By default, it checks every two minutes if 
a service is active and stores the information in the log file 
/var/log/monit.log.

However, it is possible to change any of the settings by 
going to correctly fill in the fields in the main configuration 
file, respectively /etc/monit/monitrc in Debian based dis-
tributions and /usr/local/etc/monitrc on FreeBSD.

Monit natively provides a web server that responds 
on port 2812. To enable it properly, just edit the con-
figuration file and restart the service with a “monit re-
load” from a terminal as root. Below is a simple example 
that allows access to the server from the local network 
192.168.200.50 192.168.200.0/24 with username “ad-
min” and password “monit”.

set httpd port 2812

    use address 192.168.200.50

    allow 0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0

    allow admin:monit

    allow @monit

    allow @users readonly

Figure 1. Monit, services console monitoring
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The last two lines indicate that the users of the group 
“monit” have full read/write access to the system, while 
users of the “users” group have read-only access.

Now, with the browser on the IP or domain name of the 
server and logging in with the credentials created before, 
you will see a screen like this (If one wants to enable SSL 
access, one must create an ad hoc certificate) (Figure 1).

The simplest configuration that can be set relates to the 
monitoring of the services running on the server itself. In 
fact, by properly editing the /usr/local/etc/monitrc, one 
can be sure to keep them always “up”. If the services ac-
tive are Apache, MySQL and Nginx, they would be au-
tomatically tracked and restarted in case of block, and it 
would be possible to check the status from both the web 
interface and text-based interface (Listing 1).

To check the correct syntax of the configuration file sim-
ply run the command:

monit -t

Once the output of the command returns “Control file syn-
tax OK”, the system is set up and ready to manage net-
work services. To enable all tracking systems, simply run:

monit start all

In the heart of Monit configuration file
An entry for the control of a generic process in the file  
/usr/local/etc/monitrc has the following

syntax:

check process PROCESSNAME

        with pidfile PIDFILENAME-WITHABSOLUTE-PATH

        start = STARTUP-SCRIPT

        stop = STOP-SCRIPT

This item, in particular, checks the status of the local 
server cron daemon:

check process crond

            with pidfile /var/run/crond.pid

            start = “/etc/init.d/cron start”

            stop  = “/etc/init.d/cron stop”

However, it is always possible to refer to the monit man 
page to get the complete set of instructions and options 
to best configure the control system. There are two op-
tions you should activate in any case, and that is the 
logging system in the file /usr/local/etc/monitrc (In 
this case, everything is branded on the general system 
log file):

set logfile syslog facility log_daemon

and automatically start monit as a system daemon, 
which is accomplished by editing the file /etc/rc.conf 
and adding the item:

monit_enable=”YES”

Enabling monit as a system service (with updates  
every minute):

set daemon 60

A further change to the configuration of the logging via 
syslog lets you use a dedicated file for easier manage-
ment of alerts:

set logfile syslog facility log_daemon

set logfile /var/log/monit.log

Configure your email server to send email notification:

Listing 1. /usr/local/etc/monitrc

## Apache:

check process apache with pidfile /var/run/httpd.pid

    start program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/apache22 

start” with timeout 60 seconds

    stop program  = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/apache22 stop”

## MySQL

check process mysqld with pidfile /var/run/

mysqld/”${hostname -f}”.pid

    start program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/mysql-server start”

    stop program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/mysql-server stop”

## Nginx

check process nginx with pidfile /var/run/nginx.pid

    start program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/nginx start”

    stop program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/nginx stop”

 
Listing 2. Example of Apache service management

check process httpd with pidfile /var/run/httpd.pid

group www

    start program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/apache22 

start” with timeout 60 seconds

    stop program  = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/apache22 stop”

if failed host 127.0.0.1 port 80 protocol http then restart

if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout
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set mailserver mail.yourmailserver.tld

Set email format such as from email

set mail-format { from: monit@yourmailserver.tld

subject: $SERVICE $EVENT at $DATE

message: Monit $ACTION $SE

VICE at $DATE on $HOST: $DESCRIPTION.

}

Example of Apache service management: Listing 2.
Entries in a control call are:

•  check process httpd with pidfile /var/run/httpd.pid: 
You specify the pid file httpd.pid and its “daemon 
name”

•  group www: We specify the www group, with permis-
sions for startup / shutdown of the service.

•  start program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/apache22 start”: 
Startup script.

•  stop program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/apache22 stop”: 
Shutdown script.

•  if failed host 127.0.0.1 port 80: Server IP address and 
listening port (80).

•  protocol http then restart: The web server restarts if it 
is not possible to reach the IP and port specified.

•  if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout: Five at-
tempts to restart have been made. If monit can not 
run, it takes the timeout condition.

Below is an example of service management MySQL 
and ssh on the local server: Listing 3.

To start and test monit, the easiest method is to “kill a 
process”; the daemon will restart and the system log will 
store the event. Monit will trace the status of cron as “in-
active” and will start the next operation without requiring 
intervention by a system administrator.

Taking a look at the log file, we can verify that cron was 
revived by monit after being “killed” as shown in Figure 2.

The whole server room in a click
The web server integrated in Monit provides different lev-
els of access: simple (no control over the LAN IP and no 
request for username / password), and standard (request-
ed username / password and a block of IP addresses from 
which you can access). You can optionally integrate an 
SSL certificate (Figure 4).

Once logged in, we see a summary screen with the sta-
tus of the servers and services running on it. Clicking on 
the individual links will access details of all the data of in-
terest (Figure 5).

From this screen, you can see the detail of the data to 
the server, enable and disable the monitoring real time, 

discover in addition to the system load average, even the 
CPU, RAM and SWAP, and get to know when the data 
was collected, perhaps for statistical purposes (Figure 6).

This screen allows you to check, in one fell swoop, all 
the details of each service user group by pid to the pro-
cess owner. You can also start / stop / restart the service 
itself and enable / disable the monitoring in addition to the 
usual data, including pid and CPU and RAM usage.

Figure 2. Monit, service cron restart

Figure 3. Monit, ACCESS TO THE SYSTEM BY WEB

Figure 4. Monit, A GENERAL OVERVIEW

Listing 3. Example of service management MySQL and ssh on 
the local server

check process mysqld with pidfile /var/run/

mysqld/”${hostname -f}”.pid

  group mysql

    start program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/mysql-server start”

    stop program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/mysql-server stop”

  if failed host 127.0.0.1 port 3306 then restart

  if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout

check process sshd with pidfile /var/run/sshd.pid

  start program “/etc/rc.d/sshd start”

  stop program “/etc/rc.d/sshd stop”

  if failed host 127.0.0.1 port 22 protocol ssh then restart

  if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout
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Figure 6. Monit, THEN SERVICES

Administer vsftpd with Monit – an example of 
missing pidfile
Some services, such as the well-known server Vsftpd, do 
not lean against the “pidfile” to interact with the system, 
and it is then complex to manage them with monit. More-
over, services are so widespread that a solution, even if 
partial, can be very convenient. The following link may 
provide cues suitable to solve the problem which is be-
yond the scope of this article (http://serverfault.com/ques-
tions/270316/monit-check-process-without-pidfile).

check process vsftpd

  matching vsftpd

  start program = “/etc/init.d/vsftpd start”

  stop program = “/etc/init.d/vsftpd stop”

Finally we must add the library of pre-configured vsftpd 
to the monit control file and then restart the service for 
the changes to take effect.

Advanced Configurations from the heart of the 
server rooms
Below here is a small library of configurations to be added 
to your monitoring system. In particular, they refer to the 
location of the pidfile and the methods to start / stop the 
services (Listing 4). 

Of course, there are many other services that can be 
monitored with this tool, but this base should be sufficient 
to take the first steps. From this point on, you’re only lim-
ited by your imagination (Figure 7).

ANToNIo FRANCeSCo
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Figure 5. Monit, BEFORE THE SERVER

Figure 7. Monit, extract of a production server monitrc file
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Listing 4. Advanced Configurations from the heart of the server 
rooms

## Syslogd (system logfile daemon)

 check process syslogd with pidfile /var/run/syslogd.pid

   start program = “/etc/rc.d/sysklogd start”

   stop program = “/etc/rc.d/sysklogd stop”

   if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout

check file syslogd_file with path /var/log/syslog

   if timestamp > 65 minutes then alert

## Net-SNMP (SNMP agent)

 check process snmpd with pidfile /var/run/snmpd.pid

   start program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/snmpd.sh start”

   stop program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/snmpd.sh stop”

   if failed host 192.168.1.1 port 161 type udp then 

restart

   if failed host 192.168.1.1 port 199 type tcp then 

restart

   if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout

## NTP (time server)

 check process ntpd with pidfile /var/run/ntpd.pid

   start program = “/etc/rc.d/ntpd start”

   stop  program = “/etc/rc.d/ntpd stop”

   if failed host 127.0.0.1 port 123 type udp then alert

   if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout

## Bind (chrooted)

 check process named with pidfile /var/named/chroot/var/

run/named/named.pid

   start program = “/etc/rc.d/named start”

   stop program = “/etc/rc.d/named stop”

   if failed host 127.0.0.1 port 53 type tcp protocol 

dns then alert

   if failed host 127.0.0.1 port 53 type udp protocol 

dns then alert

   if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout

## Squid (http/ftp proxy)

 check process squid with pidfile /usr/local/squid/logs/

squid.pid

   group www

   start program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/squid start”

   stop  program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/squid stop”

   if failed host 192.168.1.1 port 3128  then restart

   if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout

   depends on squid_bin

   depends on squid_rc

 check file squid_bin with path /usr/local/bin/squid

   group www

   if failed checksum then unmonitor

   if failed permission 755 then unmonitor

   if failed uid root then unmonitor

   if failed gid root then unmonitor

 check file squid_rc with path /usr/local/etc/rc.d/squid

   group www

   if failed checksum then unmonitor

   if failed permission 755 then unmonitor

   if failed uid root then unmonitor

   if failed gid root then unmonitor

## Postfix (mail server)

 check process postfix with pidfile /var/spool/postfix/pid/

master.pid

   group mail

   start program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/postfix start”

   stop  program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/postfix stop”

   if failed port 25 protocol smtp then restart

   if 5 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout

   depends on postfix_rc

 check file postfix_rc with path /usr/local/etc/rc.d/

postfix

   group mail

   if failed checksum then unmonitor

   if failed permission 755 then unmonitor

   if failed uid root then unmonitor

   if failed gid root then unmonitor

## Dovecot (imap secure server)

check process dovecot with pidfile /var/run/dovecot/

master.pid

   start program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/dovecot start”

   stop program = “/usr/local/etc/rc.d/dovecot stop”

   group mail

   if failed host mail.yourdomain.tld port 993 type 

tcpssl sslauto protocol imap for 5 

cycles then restart

   if 3 restarts within 5 cycles then timeout

   depends dovecot_init

   depends dovecot_bin

check file dovecot_init with path /usr/local/etc/rc.d/

dovecot

   group mail

check file dovecot_bin with path /usr/sbin/dovecot

   group mail  
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In the previous article, we implemented a menu using 
the Jquery library. Looking at menu.inc, we see the 
menu is “hard coded” with a top level menu Home, and 

sub menu’s Pages, News and FAQ’s. To make our CMS 
user friendly, ideally we would store the menu values in a 
database table that we could access and amend from a 
web form (Listing 1 and Figure 1).

Rather than building a custom page for each table, it 
would be good practice to design a set of global functions 
(e.g. sign on, retrieve fields, save fields etc.) and design a 

template that we could change on a per table / form basis. 
We could then quickly build forms to modify each type of 
content. We also need to tweak the CSS for our dropdown 
menu. At the moment with the default CSS, the menu is 
floating to the left hand side. We will modify this to accom-
modate a wider menu with more options.

Step 1
For the initial testing, we will hand code a menu in menu.
inc and add a few placeholders. Once we are happy with 
the CSS, we will then add this to a database table and 
add our forms. In the next article, we will write the code 
to extract the menu values and fire them into Jquery.  

FreeBSD Programming 
Primer – Part 8
In the eighth part of our series on programming, we will refine our 
Jquery menu and start building a user friendly interface to add 
content.

What you will learn…
•		 How	 to	 configure	 a	 development	 environment	 and	 write	 HTML,	
CSS,	PHP	and	SQL	code	

What you should know…
•		 BSD	and	general	PC	administration	skills

Figure 1. Original Jquery menu

Listing 1. menu.inc

 <ul id=”menu”>

 <li>

 <a href=”/”>Home</a>

 <ul>

 <li><a href=”/page/1”>Pages</a></li>

 <li><a href=”/news/1”>News</a></li>

 <li><a href=”/faq/1”>FAQ’s</a></li>

 </ul>

 </li>

 </ul>
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Listing 2. Replacement Jquery menu

 <div id=”jquerymenu”>

  <ul id=”top-menu-home”>

   <li><a href=”/”>Home</a></li>

  </ul>

  <ul id=”top-menu-pages”>

   <li><a href=””>Pages</a>

     <ul>

      <li><a href=”/page/1”>Page 1</a></li>

      <li><a href=”/page/2”>Page 2</a></li>

      <li><a href=”/page/3”>Page 3</a></li>

     </ul>

   </li>

  </ul>

  <ul id=”top-menu-news”>

   <li><a href=””>News</a>

    <ul>

      <li><a href=”/news/1”>News 1</a></li>

      <li><a href=”/news/2”>News 2</a></li>

      <li><a href=”/news/3”>News 3</a></li>

    </ul>

   </li>

  </ul>

  <ul id=”top-menu-faq”>

   <li><a href=””>FAQ’s</a>

     <ul>

       <li><a href=”/faq/1”>FAQ 1</a></li>

       <li><a href=”/faq/2”>FAQ 2</a></li>

       <li><a href=”/faq/3”>FAQ 3</a></li>

     </ul>

   </li>

  </ul>

  <ul id=”top-menu-user”>

   <li><a href=”/login.php”>Login</a></li>

  </ul>

 </div>

 
Listing 3. preload.js

 function globalmenu(){

    $(function() {$( “#top-menu-home” ).menu();});

    $(function() {$( “#top-menu-pages” ).menu();});

    $(function() {$( “#top-menu-news” ).menu();});

    $(function() {$( “#top-menu-faq” ).menu();});

    $(function() {$( “#top-menu-user” 

).menu();}); 

 }

Listing 4. global.css

 #jquerymenu {

    border: 1px solid #DADADA;

    margin-bottom: 10px;

    height: 48px;

    padding: 5px;

    background-color: #e8e7cf;

 }

 .ui-menu{

   float: left;

 } 

Figure 2. Jquery menu horizontal Figure 3. Jquery menu with drop down menu
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Listing 5. create the menus table

CREATE TABLE `menus` (

  `id` int(11) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,

  `group` varchar(12) NOT NULL,

  `menutitle` varchar(12) NOT NULL,

  `titleurl` varchar(12) DEFAULT NULL,

  `submenutitle` varchar(50) DEFAULT NULL,

  `submenutitleurl` varchar(50) DEFAULT NULL,

  `order` int(2) NOT NULL DEFAULT ‘0’,

  `enabled` int(1) NOT NULL DEFAULT ‘1’,

  `timestamp` timestamp NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_

TIMESTAMP,

  PRIMARY KEY (`id`)

) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1;

Listing 6. populate the menus table

INSERT INTO `menus`(`id`,`group`,`menutitle`,`titleurl`,

`submenutitle`,

`submenutitleurl`,`order`,`enabled`,`timestamp`) VALUES

(1,’jquerymenu’,’Home’,’/’,NULL,NULL,1,1,’2013-09-02 

17:50:05’),

(2,’jquerymenu’,’Pages’,NULL,NULL,NULL,2,1,’2013-09-02 

17:54:58’),

(3,’jquerymenu’,’Pages’,NULL,’Page 1’,’/

page/1’,1,1,’2013-09-02 17:56:33’),

(4,’jquerymenu’,’Pages’,NULL,’Page 2’,’/

page/2’,2,1,’2013-09-02 17:57:28’),

(5,’jquerymenu’,’Pages’,NULL,’Page 3’,’/

page/3’,3,0,’2013-09-02 17:58:08’);

Listing 7. amendcontentpage.php

<?php

require_once ‘includes/cms.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘content.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘core.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘html.inc’;

require INCLUDES . ‘mysql.inc’;

// SQL statements

$sql[0] = “SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT TABLE_NAME) FROM 

INFORMATION_SCHEMA.COLUMNS

           WHERE table_schema = ‘freebsdcms’

           AND TABLE_NAME = ‘---P0---’”;

$sql[1] = “SELECT

           TABLE_NAME,COLUMN_NAME,COLUMN_DEFAULT,IS_

NULLABLE,DATA_TYPE,

      CHARACTER_MAXIMUM_LENGTH

           FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.COLUMNS

           WHERE table_schema = ‘freebsdcms’

           AND TABLE_NAME = ‘---P0---’

           ORDER BY table_name, ordinal_position”;

// The tables we will allow the user to edit via this 

form

$tables[] = “faqs”;

$tables[] = “menus”;

$tables[] = “news”;

$tables[] = “pages”;

// Fields that are automatically assigned via a default 

value in MySQL table

// definition

$skiplist[] = “id”;

$skiplist[] = “timestamp”;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Build the page up to the body tag

outfile(TEMPLATES . ‘header.inc’);

echo wraptag(‘title’, ‘Content Input’);

echo HEAD;

echo BODY;

// Page control logic

if(isset($_POST[“table”])){

    

    // User has not selected a table or we are testing 

their result

    $t = $_POST[“table”];

    if (!in_array($t, $tables)) {

        

        // If the table is not on allowed list, bail to 

the first page

     

        build_page_1($tables);

    

    }else{
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        // Check selected table is valid

     

        $s = $sql[0];

        

        // Replace the marker in the SQL statement with 

the chosen value

        $s = str_replace ( ‘---P0---’ , $t , $s );

        $result = mysql_select($s);

        $valid_table_count = $result[‘COUNT(DISTINCT 

TABLE_NAME)’];

     

        if($valid_table_count == 1){

            

            // Valid table selected - present form to 

edit data

            build_page_2($t,$sql,$skiplist);

        

        }else{

        

            // Send user to first page    

            build_page_1($tables);

        

        }

    }

}elseif(isset($_POST[“update”])){   

    // Save the input. As we have not validated this, 

just display for now

    build_page_3($_POST);

}else{

        

    // Invalid value - return to start   

        

    build_page_1($tables);

    

}

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

function build_page_1($tables){

// HTML form definition

echo ‘<div id=”content”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”php”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”h1”>1: Select content</div>’;

echo ‘<form action=”amendcontent.php” method=”post”>’;

echo ‘<select name=”table”>’;

foreach ($tables as $t){

  // $tables is an array - split each value out

  echo ‘<option value=”’.$t.’”>’.$t.’</option>’;

}

// Finish form and add footer

echo ‘</select>’;

echo ‘<input type=”submit” value=”Select content to 

edit”>’;

echo ‘</form>’;

echo ‘</div></div>’;

echo ‘<div id=”licence”>’;

echo ‘<a href=”licence.txt” title=”Copyright and licence 

details”>Copyright &copy; 2013 Rob 

Somerville me@merville.co.uk</a>’;

echo ‘</div>’;

}

function build_page_2($t,$sql,$skiplist){

// HTML form

echo ‘<div id=”content”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”php”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”h1”>2: Edit <?php  echo $t; 

?>&nbsp;content</div>’;

echo ‘<form action=”amendcontent.php” method=”post”>’;

// Get the schema for that particular table

     $s = $sql[1];

     $s = str_replace ( ‘---P0---’ , $t , $s );

     $result = mysql_fetchrows($s);

     $divstart = ‘<div class=”inputname”>’;
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     echo ‘<input type=”hidden” name=”update” 

value=”’.$t.’”>’;

     foreach($result as $row){

         

         // Loop through each field and build the form 

fields depending on the field      // 

type

         

        $field =  $row[1];

        $fieldtype =  $row[4];

    

       if (!in_array($field, $skiplist)) {

            if($fieldtype == “varchar”){

            

                echo  $divstart . ucfirst($field).’</

div><input class=”varchar”

       type=”text” name=”’ .$field. ‘”><br />’;

                

            }elseif($fieldtype == “int”){

            

                echo  $divstart . ucfirst($field).’</

div><input class=”int”

       type=”text” name=”’ .$field. ‘”><br />’;                

            

            }elseif($fieldtype == “text”){

                

                echo  $divstart . ucfirst($field).’</

div><textarea rows=”10” cols=”30”

      class=”textarea” name=”’ .$field. ‘”></

textarea><br />’;

 

            }else{

            

                // Shouldn’t get here

            

                echo ‘Error field(‘.$field.’)  ‘. 

$row[2].’|’. $row[3] .’|’.  

      $row[4].’|’. $row[5] .’<br 

/>’;

            

            }

           

       }

    

    }

// Finish form and add footer

echo ‘</select>’;

echo ‘<input type=”submit” value=”Save changes”>’;

echo ‘</form>’;

echo ‘</div></div>’;

echo ‘<div id=”licence”>’;

echo ‘<a href=”licence.txt” title=”Copyright and licence 

details”>Copyright &copy;  2013 

Rob Somerville me@merville.co.uk</

a>’;

echo ‘</div>’;

}

function build_page_3($post){

    

// HTML

echo ‘<div id=”content”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”php”>’;

echo ‘<div id=”h1”>3: Save content</div>’;

echo ‘<ul>’;  

    

foreach($post as $key => $value){

    

    // Just loop through and dump out values - we need 

to validate before adding to DB

    

    echo ‘<li><b>’.$key.’</b>: ‘.$value.’</li>’;

    

}

// End of form

echo ‘</ul><br />’;  

echo ‘<a href=”amendcontent.php”>Return to add content</

a>’;

echo ‘</div></div>’;

echo ‘<div id=”licence”>’;

echo ‘<a href=”licence.txt” title=”Copyright and licence 

details”>Copyright &copy; 2013 Rob 

Somerville me@merville.co.uk</a>’;

echo ‘</div>’;

}
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Listing 8. additions to global.css

#php {

    min-height: 640px;

    margin-top: 160px;

}

.varchar {

    background-color: #ced8f8;

    border: 1px solid #FFF;

}

.int {

    background-color: #cef8f5;

    border: 1px solid #FFF;

}

.textarea {

    background-color: #e3f3dc;

    border: 1px solid #FFF;

}

.inputname {

    color: tomato;

    font-size: 12px;

    width: 100px;

    float: left;

    font-weight: bold;

}

Replace the code in (Listing 1) with the code in (Listing 2) 
and modify preload.js as well as global.css to match (List-
ing 3) and (Listing 4). This will provide the menu as shown 
in (Figure 2 & 3).

Add jquery support for each menu: Listing 3. Add some ad-
ditional CSS so that the individual menus line up: Listing 4.

Step 2 – Create the menus table
In MySQL, create the menus table (Listing 5). Populate 
with some basic menus (Listing 6).

Step 3 – Build the amendcontent page
The amendcontent page is a PHP script that allows the us-
er to add new content to the CMS. As we have not validat-

ed the user input yet, we’ll just capture the input for now. 
Create a new PHP file called amendcontent.php in the root 
directory where index.php is already saved (Listing 7).

We need to add a small modification to global.css to line 
up the fields (Listing 8). Now visit http://yoursite/amend-
content.php and you will have a dynamic form ready to 
save data to any table in the CMS. See (Figure 4-6).

In the next article
We will use the data from the menu tables to populate the 
Jquery menus and write some validation code for the user 
input prior to saving to the database. 

RoB SoMeRvILLe
Rob Somerville has been passionate about technology since his ear-
ly teens. A keen advocate of open systems since the mid-eighties, he has 
worked in many corporate sectors including finance, automotive, air-
lines, government and media in a variety of roles from technical support, 
system administrator, developer, systems integrator and IT manager. 
He has moved on from CP/M and nixie tubes but keeps a soldering iron 
handy just in case.

Figure 6. What will be saved

Figure 5. Add your data

Figure 4. Select the table to edit

Useful links
•		 Jquery	UI	source	–	http://jqueryui.com/resources/download/

jquery-ui-1.10.3.zip
•		 Jquery	menu	reference	–	http://jqueryui.com/menu
•		 PHP	manual	–	http://php.net/manual 
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Last month we took a look at how PC-BSD is im-
plementing ZFS boot-environments, which can be 
a life-saver for both servers and desktops. This 

month we will be looking at how PC-BSD uses the PEFS 
kernel level file system module to automatically encrypt 
your home directory and its contents, and how you can 
manually run PEFS for other sensitive data.

Starting in PC-BSD 9.2, the default encryption pro-
vider has been switched to PEFS, which has also been 
merged into the base operating system as the /boot/
kernel/pefs.ko kernel module, the /usr/sbin/pefs com-
mand, and various libraries. The PEFS system is a ker-
nel level stacked cryptographic file-system authored by 
Gleb Kurtsou. Because it is provided as a kernel module, 
it does not require any user-level daemons to function, 
and can run on top of existing file-systems such as ZFS 
in the case of PC-BSD or TrueOS. It includes other nice 
features such as random cipher tweak values on a per-
file basis, support for AES / Camellia in XTS mode, and 
more. Since it can sit on top of a ZFS file-system, this en-
sures that all the data stored by ZFS, including in snap-
shots, is encrypted and will stay encrypted when perform-
ing functionality such as a zfs send to a remote backup 
server. This is a key feature of performing snapshots/rep-
lication with PC-BSD’s new “Life-Preserver” utility. It en-
ables you to safely transmit data to a remote machine 
(over SSH), without having to explicitly trust that the re-

A Closer Look at the 
Changes in PC-BSD/
TrueoS 9.2. Part 2
Directory encryption using PeFS

mote system will take the necessary steps to re-encrypt 
your ZFS data, as in the case of GELI encryption.

Another key feature of PEFS is its inclusion of a PAM 
module for login decryption of a user’s home-directory. So 
what does this look like? During the first time setup of PC-
BSD, or when adding additional users, you will now be 
presented with a new option to “Encrypt user files”.

Figure 1. Setting up a new user with home-directory encryption

By enabling the “Encrypt user files” option, a new PEFS 
mount-point will be created on top of your home-directory, 
in this case /usr/home/kmoore. The encryption key for this 
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directory will be tied to your specified user password, so a 
password of good length and randomness is encouraged. 
When your user is not logged in, all the files in the home-
directory will appear encrypted to root and to any other 
users who happen to log into the machine.

Figure 2. Listing of a home-directory before login

After logging into the system as your user, your pass-
word will be automatically added to the PEFS key chain 
database and your encrypted directory will appear nor-
mally again.

Figure 3. Listing of the same home-directory after login

So how does this work behind the scenes? Let us take 
a look at the command-line usage for PEFS and its im-
plementation on PC-BSD. As an example, we will walk 
through the creation of a new /secret directory on the sys-
tem, where our user perhaps wants to keep more encrypt-
ed data with a different passphrase from his login. To get 
started, we will first create the new directory and initialize 
it with the pefs command.

Figure 4. Initial setup of the /secret file-system

Since this is a first-time initialization, and the PEFS 
directory is not yet mounted, we are going to use the 

https://register.bsdcertification.org//register/payment
http://www.bsdcertification.org/
https://register.bsdcertification.org//register/get-a-bsdcg-id
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-f flag to skip the file-system checks. The -Z flag is al-
so used so we can create a new key-chain with only a 
single “parent” passphrase. This key-chain passphrase 
can then be verified at decryption time to ensure it was 
not mistyped.

PRO TiP
In addition to a single password, PEFS also supports 
creating parent / child keys in the keychain; giving the 
parent keys the ability to unlock the child keys, but not 
visa-versa. This allows you a method of creating secu-
rity-levels in your encrypted data. For more information 
on this, take a look at the following wiki page: https://
wiki.freebsd.org/PEFS.

With the initial chain created, if you take a look at the /
secret directory, you will see that the ‘.pefs.db’ key chain 
database file has been created, which is the only file that 
will need to exist underneath the PEFS mounted directory.

Figure 5. Verifying the contents of /secret before mounting PEFS

Now all that is left to do is to mount the PEFS file-sys-
tem, and add the passphrase we just created. We can 
then look and still see the .pefs.db file, and see that the 
“pefs” file-system has been mounted successfully. This 
may be a good time to copy the ‘.pefs.db’ file to a secure 
location, in case of accidental deletion. Note the usage of 
the -c flag on pefs addkey. This will enable a test ensur-
ing that the passphrase entered is indeed the correct one 
from the key database.

Figure 6. Mounting PEFS and verifying the database file

With PEFS now mounted and ready, it is always a good 
practice to test your new setup before you begin using it 
with critical data. Next we will create a test file, verify it, re-
move our active encryption key, verify the encryption, and 
decrypt the directory again (Figure 7).

Lastly, we can setup the /secret directory to automati-
cally have PEFS mounted at reboot. To enable this, you 
can add the directory you wish to re-mount with PEFS to 

the /var/db/pefs/auto_mounts file. (You can safely create 
this file if it does not exist).

Figure 7. Testing the encryption of the /secret directory

Figure 8. Enabling auto-mounting of PEFS on /secret

This method is preferred over a traditional entry in  
/etc/fstab, particularly, to ensure that your PEFS direc-
tories get mounted last and on top of other late-mount-
ed file-systems, such as ZFS datasets. With this in place, 
you are now ready to begin using your encrypted direc-
tory normally. As a fail-safe, the directory is automatically 
mounted read-only, until you unlock it again via the pefs 
addkey -c command.

We have taken a quick look at PEFS: How it’s used 
on PC-BSD and how you can manually configure it via 
the command-line. For more information please read 
the excellent wiki article referenced below, or check out 
the source via GitHub. Traditional FreeBSD users may 
also find PEFS in the ports collection under sysutils/
pefs-kmod.

KRis mOORe
Kris Moore is the founder and lead developer of the PC-BSD project. He 
is also the co-host of the weekly BSDNow! video podcast with Allan Jude 
of ScaleEngine. When not at home programming, he travels around the 
world giving talks and tutorials on various BSD related topics at Linux and 
BSD conferences alike. He currently lives in Tennesee (USA) with his wife 
and five children and enjoys video gaming in his (very limited) spare time.
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ZFS is a modern 128-bit file system based on the co-
py-on-write model. It originates from the OpenSo-
laris project and first appeared in FreeBSD in 2008. 

ZFS has many innovative features including an integrated 
volume manager with mirroring and RAID capabilities, da-
ta checksumming and compression, writable snapshots 
that can be transferred between systems and many more. 
FreeBSD’s ZFS file system has been updated by merging 
improvements from the illumos project.

Current FreeBSD implementation of ZFS is ZFS Pool 
version 28. Here is the history of ZFS releases:

•  7.0+ – original ZFS import, ZFS v6; requires signifi-
cant tuning for stable operation (no longer support-
ed).

•  7.2 – still ZFS v6, improved memory handling, amd64 
may need no memory tuning (no longer supported).

•  7.3+ – backport of new ZFS v13 code, similar to the 
8.0 code

•  8.0 – new ZFS v13 code, lots of bug fixes – recom-
mended over all past versions (no longer supported).

•  8.1+ – ZFS v14
•  8.2+ – ZFS v15
•  8.3+ – ZFS v28
•  9.0+ – ZFS v28

ZFS features :

•  pooled storage (integrated volume manager)
•  transactional semantics (copy-on-write)
•  checksums and self-healing (scrub, resilver)
•  scalability
•  instant snapshots and clones
•  dataset compression (lzjb)
•  simplified delegable administration

Basic ZFS concepts
The ZFS file system uses two main objects: Pools and 
Datasets. A ZFS pool is a storage object consisting of vir-
tual devices. These ‘vdevs’ can be:

•  disk (partition, GEOM object, ...)
•  file (experimental purposes)
•  mirror (groups two or more vdevs)
•  raidz, raidz2, raidz3 (single to triple parity RAID-Z)
•  spare (pseudo-vdev for hot spares)
•  log (separate ZIL device, may not be raidz)
•  cache (L2 cache, may not be mirror or raidz)

Each ZFS pool contains ZFS datasets. ZFS dataset is a 
generic name for:

Intro to ZFS.  
What is ZFS?
“The Z file system, originally developed by Sun™, is 
designed to use a pooled storage method in that space is 
only used as it is needed for data storage. It is also designed 
for maximum data integrity, supporting data snapshots, 
multiple copies, and data checksums. It uses a software 
data replication model, known as RAID-Z. RAID-Z provides 
redundancy similar to hardware RAID, but is designed to 
prevent data write corruption and to overcome some of the 
limitations of hardware RAID.”
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Intro to ZFS.  What is ZFS?

•  file system (POSIX layer)
•  volume (virtual block device)
•  snapshot (read-only copy of file system or volume)
•  clone (file system with initial contents of a snapshot)

For more information about this you can always 
check the handbook (http://www.freebsd.org/doc/en_
US.ISO8859-1/books/handbook/filesystems-zfs.html).

Requirements for this tutorial:

•  FreeBSD production release (9.1) 
•  Around 512 MB of disk space (for simulating disks)
•  At least 1 GB of RAM
•  Root account

Purpose of this tutorial
The purpose of this tutorial is to explore some ZFS fea-
tures in a safe way to grasp the power and flexibility of 
this file system. We will take a look at these basic func-
tionalities:

•  Create a ZFS pool.
•  Create a ZFS mirror.
•  Simulate a failure on a mirrored disk.
•  Replace a disk.
•  Adding disks to a mirrored zpool.

•  Check I/O on ZFS pools.

Creating Disks and Pools
To try some ZFS features, first we need to create pools. 
We will use files to simulate real disks so we can test things 
safely. I will use the mkfile(8) utility to create some files and 
use those as disks. mkfile creates one or more files that are 
suitable for use as NFS-mounted swap areas, or as local 
swap areas. The file is padded with zeros by default. The 
default size is in bytes, but it can be flagged as exabytes, 
petabytes, terabytes, gigabytes, megabytes, kilobytes, or 
blocks with the e, p, t, g, m, k, or b suffixes, respectively. 
Now let’s create some disks! NOTE: If you don’t have the 
mkfile utility, you just need to: Listing 1. 

Here, I’m creating 4 disks of 128MB each as you can 
see in the ls output.

ZPools
All ZFS file systems live in a pool, so first we need to cre-
ate a zpool. We can check pools with the zpool(8) com-
mand. Before creating new zpools, you should check for 
existing zpools to avoid confusing them with your tutorial 
pools. You can check what zpools exist with zpool list:

root@apollo:/array # zpool list

no pools available

Now let’s create a zpool with zpool create:

root@apollo:/array # zpool create tutorial /array/disk00

Listing 1. Creating disks

root@apollo:/ # pkg_add -r mkfile

root@apollo:/ # mkdir array

root@apollo:/ # cd array

root@apollo:/array # mkfile 128m  disk00  disk01 disk02  

disk03

root@apollo:/array # ls -lrt

total 524416

-rw-------  1 root  wheel  134217728 Jul 29 21:51 disk00

-rw-------  1 root  wheel  134217728 Jul 29 21:51 disk01

-rw-------  1 root  wheel  134217728 Jul 29 21:51 disk02

-rw-------  1 root  wheel  134217728 Jul 29 21:51 disk03

Listing 2. Creating a new file on the pool

root@apollo:/ # mkfile 1m /tutorial/file1

root@apollo:/ # ls -lh /tutorial

total 1027

-rw-------  1 root  wheel   1.0M Jul 29 22:24 file1

root@apollo:/ #

Listing 3. Creating a new zpool

root@apollo:/ # zpool create example2  mirror /array/

disk00 /array/disk01

root@apollo:/ # zpool list

NAME      SIZE  ALLOC  FREE  CAP  DEDUP  HEALTH  ALTROOT

example2  123M    91K  123M   0%  1.00x  ONLINE  -

root@apollo:/ #

Listing 4. zpool status

root@apollo:/ # zpool status

  pool: example2

 state: ONLINE

  scan: none requested

config:

      NAME               STATE     READ WRITE CKSUM

      example2           ONLINE       0    0     0

        mirror-0         ONLINE       0    0     0

          /array/disk00  ONLINE       0    0     0

          /array/disk01  ONLINE       0    0     0
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List the current pools:

root@apollo:/array # zpool list

NAME      SIZE  ALLOC   FREE   CAP  DEDUP  HEALTH  ALTROOT

tutorial  123M    77K   123M    0%  1.00x  ONLINE  -

root@apollo:/array #

Now let’s use the file system. Create a new file on the 
pool we just created (Listing 2). Here I have created a 
1MB file on the newly created zpool.

Creating a ZFS mirror
A pool with only one disk doesn’t offer any redundancy. 
Let’s create a new zpool called “example2” using a couple 
of disks. We will use the keyword “mirror”. As the name 
states, it will make a mirror using this pair of disks when 
we create the zpool (Listing 3). 

We can check the status of our pools with the zpool 
status command (Listing 4). 

Let’s create a file again and check the status after that 
(I’ll create a 32MB file):

mkfile 32m /example2/file

NAME      SIZE  ALLOC   FREE   CAP  DEDUP  HEALTH  ALTROOT

example2  123M  32.8M  90.2M   26%  1.00x  ONLINE  -

So now we have our data stored redundantly over the 
two disks.

Simulating a disk failure
Not everything is nice and calm. Sometimes bad things 
happen to good people, like a disk going bad at 3 a.m. 
Let’s simulate a disk failure. For that I’ll overwrite the first 
disk label with random data:

root@apollo:/ # dd if=/dev/random of=/array/disk01  

bs=1024 count=1

1+0 records in

1+0 records out

1024 bytes transferred in 0.029959 secs (34180 bytes/sec)

In case you don’t know about the dd(1) command, here 
is what it does:

“The dd utility copies the standard input to the standard 
output. Input data is read and written in 512-byte blocks. If 
input reads are short, input from multiple reads are aggre-
gated to form the output block. When finished, dd displays 
the number of complete and partial input and output blocks 
and truncated input records to the standard error output.”

So I wrote a one-time block size of 1024 bytes from  
/dev/random to our disk01.

Listing 5. scrub command

root@apollo:/ # zpool scrub example2

root@apollo:/ # zpool status

  pool: example2

 state: DEGRADED

status: One or more devices could not be used because 

the label is missing or

     invalid.  Sufficient replicas exist for the pool to 

continue

     functioning in a degraded state.

action: Replace the device using ‘zpool replace’.

   see: http://illumos.org/msg/ZFS-8000-4J

  scan: scrub repaired 0 in 0h0m with 0 errors on Mon 

Jul 29 23:06:53 2013

config:

     NAME                     STATE     READ WRITE CKSUM

     example2                 DEGRADED     0     0     0

       mirror-0               DEGRADED     0     0     0

         /array/disk00        ONLINE       0     0     0

         2742290791000160517  UN

errors: No known data errors

Listing 6. zpool attach

root@apollo:/ # zpool attach example2 /array/disk00 /

array/disk01

root@apollo:/ # zpool status example2

  pool: example2

 state: ONLINE

  scan: resilvered 54.4M in 0h0m with 0 errors on Tue 

Jul 30 09:15:26 2013

config:

     NAME               STATE     READ WRITE CKSUM

     example2           ONLINE       0     0     0

       mirror-0         ONLINE       0     0     0

         /array/disk00  ONLINE       0     0     0

         /array/disk01  ONLINE       0     0     0

errors: No known data errors

Listing 7. Adding a disk to a Mirrored Zpool

root@apollo:/ # zpool add example2 mirror  /array/disk02 

/array/disk03

root@apollo:/ # zpool list

NAME     SIZE  ALLOC  FREE   CAP  DEDUP  HEALTH  ALTROOT

example2 246M  54.4M  192M   22%  1.00x  ONLINE  -

root@apollo:/ #
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Intro to ZFS.  What is ZFS?

ZFS automatically checks for errors when it reads/writes 
files; we can force a check with the scrub command (List-
ing 5). We messed up the disk, so it shows as UNAVAIL, 
but no errors are reported for the pool as a whole:

“Sufficient replicas exist for the pool to continue func-
tioning in a degraded state.”

We still can read and write to the pool:

root@apollo:/ # ls -lrt /example2/

total 32779

-rw-------  1 root  wheel  33554432 Jul 29 22:41 file

Replacing a disk
Let’s take out the bad disk from the pool using the detach 
command:

root@apollo:/ # zpool detach example2  /array/disk01

Now let’s erase our file and create a new one to 
simulate a new disk:

root@apollo:/ # rm /array/disk01

root@apollo:/ # mkfile 128m /array/disk01

To attach another device, we specify an existing de-
vice in the mirror to attach it to with zpool attach 
(Listing 6). If you do type zpool status fast enough, 
after you attach the new disk, you will see a resil-
ver (remirroring) in progress with zpool status. 
Once the resilver is complete, the pool is healthy 
again (you can also use ls to check the files are still 
there):

root@apollo:/ # ls /example2/

file file2

Adding a disk to a Mirrored ZPool
You can add disks to a zpool without taking it offline 
(Listing 7).

This happens almost instantly. Now zpool status 
returns that we have a pool composed of two mirrors 
(Listing 8).

Checking I/o on ZPools
If we need to check IO on our pool, we have the zpool 
iostat -v (Listing 9).

All the data is currently written on the first mirror pair, 
as the second pair did not exist at the time the article was 
written.

That is all for this tutorial. Much more information on 
ZFS can be found in the following links :

•  http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E19253-01/819-5461/
•  http://www.solarisinternals.com/wiki/index.php/ZFS_

Best_Practices_Guide
•  https://wiki.freebsd.org/ZFSTuningGuide
•  http://wiki.illumos.org/display/illumos/illumos+Home
•  http://manned.org/

CARLoS ANToNIo NeIRA BUSToS

Listing 8. zpool status example2

root@apollo:/ # zpool status example2

  pool: example2

 state: ONLINE

  scan: resilvered 54.4M in 0h0m with 0 errors on Tue Jul 30 

09:15:26 2013

config:

     NAME               STATE     READ WRITE CKSUM

     example2           ONLINE       0     0     0

       mirror-0         ONLINE       0     0     0

         /array/disk00  ONLINE       0     0     0

         /array/disk01  ONLINE       0     0     0

       mirror-1         ONLINE       0     0     0

         /array/disk02  ONLINE       0     0     0

         /array/disk03  ONLINE       0     0     0

errors: No known data errors

Listing 9. zpool iostat -v

root@apollo:/ # zpool iostat -v

                      capacity     operations    bandwidth

pool               alloc   free   read  write   read  write

-----------------  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----

example2           54.4M   192M      0      0  1.44K     70

  mirror           54.4M  68.6M      2      3   193K  9.08K

    /array/disk00      -      -      0      0  2.31K  2.16K

    /array/disk01      -      -      0      5    214   210K

  mirror           14.5K   123M      0      0      0    307

    /array/disk02      -      -      0      0    268  26.2K

    /array/disk03      -      -      0      0    268  26.2K

-----------------  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----  -----
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F reeBSD is an excellent platform; it is rock solid, 
easy to manage, easy to update, very well doc-
umented and has outstanding performance. All 

those reasons made me choose it over other Unix-like op-
erating systems many years ago. However, configuration 
is time consuming and I wanted to reduce that in order 
to improve provisioning to replicate environments. After 
some research, I decided to use XenServer because it 
is used in many companies, plus it is free. This article 
shows how to install and customize FreeBSD over Xen-
Server to achieve the maximum performance and improve 
administration, provisioning and delivery time, something 
critical in today’s world of Cloud Computing.

FreeBSD virtualization
Virtualization is a technique to implement resource separa-
tion and isolation of one physical computer into multiple en-
vironments called Virtual Machines. There are many tech-
niques to implement this functionality with different benefits 
and their respective problems. This document is not a com-
plete overview of FreeBSD virtualization or virtualization in 
general, but a review of some important information to un-
derstand where we can use XenServer, plus FreeBSD.

virtual machines
This technique is designed to emulate hardware to run 
different operating systems on the same host computer. It 

is the most used technique and we can test it using tools 
like VirtualBox, QEMU, and other virtual machine imple-
mentations. Here, each VM, or guest, runs without modi-
fications because the virtualization software emulates the 
hardware and the guest is not aware that it is not running 
on real hardware. This is an unnecessarily heavy solution, 
but it’s the best option if we want operating systems like 
Windows to do our tax report from BSD platforms.

oS level virtualization or Jails
This technique is a layer on the Operating System designed 
to isolate environments inside the main system. You have a 
base system with many environments working on the same 
platform version, for example, FreeBSD 9.1. Each virtual 
machine or jail has its own IP address or addresses with 
processes, system accounts, applications and files exclusive 
for that environment. The advantage of this technique is the 
low overhead of each environment because they share the 
same resources such as memory, CPUs, disks and network, 
while maintaining full isolation. On the other hand, the dis-
advantages are the same resource sharing since when we 
have a jail with high resource consumption, this can affect 
the performance of another jail or the host in general.

Paravirtualization
This technique uses an operating system with a small foot-
print called a hypervisor, specifically designed to handle 

FreeBSD on XenServer

In this article, we will learn the caveats in deploying FreeBSD over 
XenServer and the advantages over the traditional schema to 
improve administration, provisioning and delivery times.

What you will learn…
•		 Installation	of	FreeBSD	in	XenServer.
•		 Optimization	of	FreeBSD	for	XenServer.

What you should know…
•		 How	to	sync	the	source	and	build	world	and	a	custom	kernel.
•		 XenServer	management	through	XenCenter	and	console.
•		 FreeBSD	installation	procedure.
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resource assignation and interruptions between guests. 
The guest operating systems (or VM) must be adapted 
to be paravirtualization-aware to take full advantage of it.

The advantage of this technique is that you can run dif-
ferent operating systems on the same computer without 
the overhead of virtual machines. XenServer fits in this 
kind of virtualization and FreeBSD is paravirtualizations-
aware through the XENHVM kernel.

As a side note, the BSD community is working on a hy-
pervisor called bhyve, The BSD Hypervisor. It is designed 
to support different versions of FreeBSD and it has been 
claimed to run CentOS at BSDCan 2013, so it looks like a 
promising solution.

virtual Machine Setup
The first step, even before we start with the installation of 
FreeBSD, is to download the ISO image with the installer 
and save it in the NFS ISO repository in XenServer. For 
this article, we will be using the FreeBSD 9.1 installer be-
cause 9.2 has not been released yet.

To simplify the process, we will be using a Windows ap-
plication called XenCenter under a virtualized Windows 
and we can begin the installation as you see in Figure 1.

Because XenServer does not have a specific FreeBSD 
template, we need to follow the “Other install media” op-
tion and advance to the next screen. We are not providing 
any screenshots for the installation process because it is 
really easy and we are focused on showing you how to 
make FreeBSD work.

In the next screens, you can choose the amount of RAM 
and vCPUs assigned to the VM. It is important to assign 
plenty of RAM because we will build a custom kernel (and 
world). Once we have finished, we can reassign it to free 
memory for other Virtual Machines.

Next, we need to create a custom disk and choose the 
right network interface. It is important to create a disk with 
enough space to build world and the custom kernel al-
though it is possible to increase the size of the disk after 
the initial setup, but it requires additional steps. Later, we 
will explain how to do it.

Finally, we will see a confirmation screen, as shown in 
Figure 2, with the summary of options.

If we leave the option “Start the new VM automatically” 
checked, the FreeBSD installer will run immediately as we 
can see in Figure 3.

And that is all for the VM setup. Next, we will install 
FreeBSD using the XenCenter Console.

FreeBSD Setup
Here we will do a common FreeBSD installation without cus-
tomization options like ZFS or other customized options.  

Figure 1. VM’s template selection

Figure 3. FreeBSD Installer

Figure 2. VM’s summary options
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We can leave out the “src” and “ports” components from the 
install because later, we will download the latest versions.

The only relevant thing here is when we will create the 
partitions because, as mentioned previously, if disk resiz-
ing is desired, we will need to leave root, or the growing 
partition at the end of the list. In that way, we can resize 
the disk in XenServer and the UFS partition (using growfs) 
without problems.

You can check the setup used for this case in Figure 4.
After finishing the installation, the first thing we need to 

do is shut down the VM and remove the CD/DVD drive 
from the VM. This is not required yet but it is a must when 
we build the custom HVM kernel otherwise we will receive 
the message “run_interrupt_driven_hooks: still waiting af-
ter X seconds for xenbusb_nop_confighook_cb” continu-
ously, and it will never boot. To do this, first login to the 
XenServer console and run the commands on Listing 1. 

Remember to run the xe vbd-destroy command with the 
VM shutdown otherwise you will get the message “You at-
tempted an operation that was not allowed.”

We can now turn the VM on and log in as root. The 
next step is to install subversion to do the checkout of the 
source, build the “world” and XENHVM kernel as seen in 
Listing 2. After compilation, we must change the final set-
tings before restarting. The first one is updating the net-
work interface in rc.conf from “ifconfig_reX” to “ifconfig_
xnX” because an HVM kernel renames the interface to 
xnX. If we wish to do offloading, we can add the flags “-tx-
csum -rxcsum -lro -tso” also.

I have read on the freebsd-xen mailing list that if you are 
using pf, you must set net.inet.tcp.tso=0.

Also, many websites write about the need to update 
the fstab and change all the references from “adaX” to 
“adX”, but in this version of XenServer (6.2) and FreeBSD 
(9.x), it was not required. You can leave your fstab as it is. 
Check Listing 3 for further information.

Now we can restart the VM using shutdown -r now and 
we will boot using the new HVM kernel and the latest 
version of FreeBSD. At the moment of this writing, it is 
9.2-PRERELEASE.

Maybe you’re wondering why I’m going through all this 
trouble when a vanilla FreeBSD will work great on its 
own? The reason is performance and support. 64-bit Intel/
AMD (amd64) kernels are only supported using HVM and 
the performance gain is through PV drivers, supported in 
HVM configurations.

virtualization advantages
Now after having a FreeBSD VM completely configured, 
we must comment on the advantages over a traditional 
setup. The more notable are variety of versions, securi-

Listing 1. Destroy CD/DVD from the VM

# find the uuid for the VM

[root@xenserver ~]# xe vm-list name-label=’FreeBSD HVM’

uuid ( RO)           : 8ff002a0-3f79-a1b4-96fa-5e213143ea25

     name-label ( RW): FreeBSD HVM

    power-state ( RO): running

# get the uuid for the CD/DVD

[root@xenserver ~]# xe vbd-list vm-uuid=8ff002a0-3f79-a1b4-96fa-5e213143ea25 device=hdd params=uuid

uuid ( RO)    : 3419ad05-7502-5344-1458-568b945e9646

# destroy the CD/DVD

[root@xenserver ~]# xe vbd-destroy uuid=3419ad05-7502-5344-1458-568b945e9646

[root@xenserver ~]#

Figure 4. FreeBSD partitioning
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ty and isolation, backup and finally, provisioning. By va-
riety of versions, I mean different versions of FreeBSD 
like 7, 8, 9 or CURRENT, and other variants of BSD like 
OpenBSD and NetBSD – something impossible to do us-
ing only jails. Next, although we have jails and chroot to 
do security and isolation and they have plenty of benefits, 
this kind of isolation allows us to restrict the amount of 
resources, such as memory and CPU by VM, not just by 
user or group of users.

Backup is more robust to do because we receive the 
benefit of full VM snapshots. It is easier to back up the en-
tire VM before doing something risky and if that test does 
not work, return to the previous state.

I know we can do something similar using UFS or ZFS 
snapshots. But the problem is that they are still inside of 
the operating system/filesystem while VM’s snapshots are 
outside of the OS, giving us other advantages such as the 
possibility of creating new VMs using them.

The advantages for provisioning are enormous because 
with one snapshot from a guest, we can create images 
and templates with a different stack of applications and 
services such as web, mail, file servers, etc., and then use 
those to create environments for development, testing, 
quality assurance and production – all in a matter of min-
utes and not hours/weeks as in a traditional deployment.

Another advantage in using XenServer is the integration 
with Cloud Stack to give customers a self-service portal.

Summary
This article was an overview of how to run FreeBSD on 
XenServer to make it more dynamic and easy-to-manage, 
more efficiently, with more control, isolation and better re-
source assignation, all to improve our services and cus-
tomers’ experience.

ANGeL LeoN
Angel Leon has been working on high demand websites for the Mexi-
can Government and has more than nine years of experience with BSD 
systems. Currently he works as a consultant, helping companies con-
struct robust platforms for high availability and high performance. He 
writes about technical topics in his free time for the portal, http://sys-
admin.org.mx and can be reached at http://nixnetworks.mx/contact.

Listing 2. Build the custom kernel and world

root@freebsdhvmdemo:/root # pkg_add -r subversion

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.1-release/Latest/subversion.tbz... Done.

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.1-release/All/expat-2.0.1_2.tbz... Done.

Fetching ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD/ports/amd64/packages-9.1-release/All/pkgconf-0.8.9.tbz... Done.

…

root@freebsdhvmdemo:/root # rehash

root@freebsdhvmdemo:/root # svn checkout http://svn0.us-west.FreeBSD.org/base/stable/9 /usr/src

A    /usr/src/Makefile

A    /usr/src/sys

A    /usr/src/sys/boot

A    /usr/src/sys/boot/Makefile.inc

A    /usr/src/sys/boot/Makefile.amd64

A    /usr/src/sys/boot/common

…

root@freebsdhvmdemo:/root # make buildworld

...

root@freebsdhvmdemo:/root # make buildkernel KERNCONF=XENHVM

...

root@freebsdhvmdemo:/root # make installkernel KERNCONF=XENHVM

...

root@freebsdhvmdemo:/root # mergemaster -p

...

root@freebsdhvmdemo:/root # make installworld

...

root@freebsdhvmdemo:/root # mergemaster

...

root@freebsdhvmdemo:/root # make delete-old

…

Listing 3. fstab

# Device Mountpoint FStype Options Dump Pass#

/dev/ada0p2 none  swap sw 0 0

/dev/ada0p3 /  ufs rw 1 1

on the web
•		 http://www.freebsd.org/ – FreeBSD
•		 http://www.xenserver.org/ – OpenSource XenServer
•		 http://bhyve.org	–	The	BSD	Hypervisor
•		 http://home.uncon.net/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=xenserver:freebsd 

– FreeBSD Tweaking

http://sysadmin.org.mx
http://sysadmin.org.mx
http://nixnetworks.mx/contact
http://www.freebsd.org/
http://www.xenserver.org/
http://bhyve.org
http://home.uncon.net/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=xenserver:freebsd
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